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By signing the United Nations Global Compact in 2011, SFR committed to 

upholding the Compact’s ten principles in the four areas of human rights, labour 

standards, the environment and anti-corruption by making them an integral part  

of its business strategy, organizational culture and day-to-day operations. Our 

contribution to these ten principles is presented in this “Communication On  

Progress” document.

These principles lie at the core of SFR’s corporate citizenship policy and its  

approach with regard to corporate social responsibility, the details of which are 

presented in two key documents:

•  Our Sustainable Development Report, which provides an annual account of our 

main achievements and progress.

•  Our Code of Ethics and Commitments, which sets forth all our commitments  

to our stakeholders and to the environment and which is transmitted to all our 

employees, partners and service providers.

We are determined to pursue and strengthen this approach, which is why I am 

very pleased to be renewing SFR’s commitment to endorsing the Global Compact 

principles.

Stéphane Roussel
Chief Executive Officer, SFR

December 2012
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Global Compact Principles

Businesses should support  
and respect the protection 
of internationally proclaimed 
human rights; and

Make sure that they are  
not complicit in human  
rights abuses;

Businesses should uphold the 
freedom of association and 
the effective recognition of the 
right to collective bargaining;

The elimination of all forms of 
forced and compulsory labour;

The effective abolition  
of child labour;

The elimination of  
discrimination in respect of 
employment and occupation.

 SFR’S COMMITMENTS

•  PROMOTING RESPONSIBLE PURCHASING: 
Supporting and assessing suppliers on their  
CSR performance (page 46 of the Sustainable 
Development Report)

• FIGHTING MOBILE SPAMMING.
•  PROTECTING YOUNG PEOPLE MORE  

EFFECTIVELY (page 41)

•  PROMOTING SOCIAL DIALOGUE AND  
COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS (page 61)

•  PROMOTING RESPONSIBLE PURCHASING  
(page 46)

• CODE OF ETHICS AND COMMITMENTS.
 

•  PROMOTING DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY  
OF OPPORTUNITY (page 62)

Our main achievements in 2011/2012

•  50 suppliers representing 85% of SFR’s purchasing turnover were assessed on CSR.
•  This year, special attention was paid to drawing up progress plans on suppliers scoring 

under 5 in 2010.

•  In 2011, SFR became the first French operator to launch a mobile parental control system, 
which filters all Internet content, and offers a specific portal so that the youngest users 
can still surf.

•  Dedicated to protecting youth, SFR commits each year to further action to support  
parents and help them understand digital practices and protect young people as they  
use connected equipment.

•  In 2012, SFR will also launch a solution that makes it possible for parents to determine 
when and for how long their children can go online. 
With a very simple interface, the service makes it possible to manage all equipment in the 
household connected either to the Neufbox through Wi-Fi or wire connection, by setting 
Internet access hours specific to each piece of equipment. This service comes in addition 
to Parental Control, which is used to limit content.

• Number of agreements signed with the trade unions over the course of the year: 12.
• Number of Works Council meetings (CE): 48.
• Number of CHSCT (Health, Safety and Working Conditions Committee) meetings: 175.
• Number of meetings with employee representatives (DP): 229.

• 735 managers trained in diversity
• DISABILITIES:
   - In 2012, signing of the 4th triennial disability agreement.
   -  In 2011, SFR achieved a disabled worker employment rate of 3.34% (compared to 

1.89% as at 31 December 2008).
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 Global Compact Principles

Businesses should support  
a precautionary approach to  
environmental challenges;

 
Undertake initiatives to  
promote greater environmental 
responsibility; and

Encourage the development  
and diffusion of environmentally 
friendly technologies.

Businesses should work  
against corruption in all its forms, 
including extortion and bribery.

 SFR’S COMMITMENTS

Our environmental policy is based on four  
commitments:
• Fighting global warming (page 19).
•  Enabling our customers to be eco-consumers 

(page 23).
•  Controlling raw materials consumption  

and managing waste (page 27).
•  Continuing deploying our Environmental  

Management System (page 32).

GUARANTEEING ETHICS IN BUSINESS:
• Preventing anti-competitive practices.
• Preventing insider trading and passive and active 
corruption (page 44). 

 Our main achievements in 2011/2012

SFR has several processes in place: paper-free billing, optimising energy  
consumption, recycling of used mobile phones, eco-design, EMS, etc.
• Total number of mobile phones collected in 2011: 351,545 (page 24).
•  In Year 2011, construction of a new datacentre at the cutting edge of innovation 

and more environmentally-friendly in Trappes, and the participation in the  
European Code of Conduct with the Achères 1 Datacentre (page 19).

•  A significant 18% drop in paper consumption due to the increase in e-mailing  
and the use of notepads to present offers (page 29).

SFR has adopted a set of principles that govern its behaviour and actions;  
principles founded cumulatively in complying with legislation, regulations  
and the commitments specific to SFR. 
These principles are summarised and formalised in our Code of Ethics and  
Commitments.

METHODOLOGY
SFR’s actions and commitments with regard to Corporate Social Responsibility are presented in two documents freely accessible on our sfr.com website:
• The Sustainable Development Report, which provides an annual account of our main achievements and progress.
• The Code of Ethics and Commitments, which sets forth all our commitments to our stakeholders and to the environment.

This communication on progress document refers specifically to content directly related to the UN Global Compact’s Ten Principles.
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Digital is changing the world and our everyday lives in companies, our relations 
with others, our recreational activities and more.  It makes new opportunities 
available and offers new responses to the issues of our society:  the ever-grow-
ing number of screens around us and the development of new technologies are 
as many sources of leverage for a greener, safer and more united future.  

It is our desire to develop these opportunities, building from the quality dia-
logue we maintain with our stakeholders and the commitment of the 10,000 
SFR employees who work each day to make the promises of digital technology 
available as widely as possible.  

Improving equal opportunity in the company and in society, lowering our envi-
ronmental impact, lending an open ear to our consumers, improving protection 
for our customers, and more: the 21 challenges that structure our CSR policy 
cover all of our businesses and are at the core of our business strategy.  

This Sustainable Development Report – the fruit of a process involving all of 
SFR’s businesses – tells of the action undertaken in response to each of these 
issues and our commitments for a greener, safer and more united world. 

maKing Digital  
an oppoRtunitY

gReeneR 
- Fighting climate change 
-  Helping our customers become eco-consumers 
-  optimising our raw materials consumption and 
managing our waste 

-  working with stakeholders to sustainably 
develop our communities  

-  continuing to deploy our environmental 
management System  

ouR 21 cSR cHallengeS 

SaFeR 
-  listening to what consumers are saying 
-  Stepping up customer protection 
-  guaranteeing good business ethics 
-  promoting responsible purchasing 
-  Supporting research 
-  Supporting the deployment of mobile phone 
masts 

-  improving customer information, with a special 
focus on mobile phones and health 

moRe uniteD 
-  Fostering the professional and personal 
development of our employees 

- guaranteeing employee safety and security  
- Fostering lasting employment
- promoting the integration of young people 
-  promoting social dialogue and collective 
negotiations  

-  promoting diversity and equal opportunity 
- bridging the digital divide 
- Developing corporate social commitments
-  contributing to the economic development and 
employment in the communities where we work 

Key Figures // Managing the CSR Policy // Stakeholders // Reporting // Greener // Safer // More United // Glossary // Vigeo Assessment Certification 
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WE SUPPORT THE
GLOBAL COMPACT

goveRnance FRom tHe HigHeSt level  
oF tHe companY... 
SFR has equipped itself with a cross-cutting CSR (Corporate Social Responsi-
bility) structure steered by a Sustainable Development Committee. Chaired by 
the company Ceo and composed of executive Committee members and other 
prominent figures, the Committee meets every quarter to establish the com-
pany’s CSR priorities and goals and track progress on them.  
moreover, since 2010, all members of the executive Committee have been 
asked to commit to concrete sustainable developemnt goals, the attainment of 
which is one of the factors determining their variable pay. 
a Scientific board, composed of an epidemiologist physician, an innovation so-
ciologist and an environmental economist/sustainable development specialist, 
also contributes its expertise and an outside look at SFR’s operations, in par-
ticular in the fields of healthcare, the environment and education.  

…anD SHaReD bY all,  
tHRougHout eveRY opeRational entitY 
The top management team’s strong and cross-cutting commitment goes hand 
in hand with that of the employees in charge of implementing the policy and 
objectives operationally, through cross-cutting steering committees, including: 
• a Health Steering Committee, 
• an Energy Steering Committee, 
• a Paper-Free Operations Steering Committee, 
• a Responsible Offers and Services Steering Committee, 
•  and themed Steering Committees, in order to coordinate and manage initia-

tives on topics such as anti-spam and anti-phishing, corporate travel policy, 
parental control, eco-friendly product design, etc.  

•  regional reviews, so that SFR’s initiatives and commitments are trickled down 
across the territory. 

StRong commitment to taKe action beYonD SFR  

the French telecommunications confederation 
SFR is a Founding member of the FFT (French Telecommunications Confederation).  
The Confederation addresses many CSR topics, particularly in its Committee 
dedicated to Sustainable Development and the mobile Collegial body (formerly 
aFom) on radio-frequency and health.  
In 2011, the Sustainable Development Committee’s work culminated in the 
first review on the profession-wide voluntary Commitment Charter signed with 
the State Secretariat in charge of ecology, the State Secretariat in charge of 
Forward-looking Studies and the Development of the Digital economy.
It is in 2011 that SFR, working through the FFT, extended the Charter on mobile 
Telephone access to the Disabled dated 2005 to include all of its operations 
(aDSl, web, stores), a document it had signed with the State Secretary for 
Solidarity and Social Cohesion and the aRCep.  
likewise, the FFT represents SFR on the Interministerial observatory for acces-
sibility and universal Design which, in 2011, published its first report, on the 
impact of Information and Communications Technologies on Disabilities. 
Furthermore, the FFT’s mobile Collegial body, which represents mobile oper-
ators on the operating Committee set up by the government following the 
Round table on Radiofrequencies, health and the environment, in may 2009.

the united nations global compact
proceeding from its commitments in the field of CSR, SFR signed the united na-
tions global Compact in 2011: in endorsing the Compact’s 10 principles, SFR 
added an international dimension to its corporate social responsibility.
by signing, SFR intends to bring the Compact’s principles forward and better 
integrating them into its strategy, action plans and operating modes. 

endorsements
SFR has also endorsed and is an active member of several organisations and 
networks committed to CSR, such as: Comité 21, Club génération Responsable, 
C3D, oRSe, ImS, aFmD and uDa, SFR signing the Charter on Responsible Com-
munication in 2007. 

managing tHe 
cSR policY

Key Figures //  managing the cSR policy  // Stakeholders // Reporting // Greener // Safer // More United // Glossary // Vigeo Assessment Certification 

in 2011, 
SFR SigneD 
tHe uniteD nationS 
global compact.
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conSumeRS
cuStomeRS 

topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR listens to what its consumer and corporate customers have to say and 
regularly monitors their satisfaction, in particular through satisfaction surveys 
aimed at mobile and aDSl customers.
Furthermore, SFR is audited on CSR topics, as a supplier, by its key account 
customers: action plans are devised when areas for improvement come the 
group’s attention. 

conSumeR aSSociationS 
 
topics and Form of Dialogue  
In 2011, SFR met with the national representatives of consumer associations 
on several occasions:  
-  an annual meeting with the consumer associations and executive manage-
ment, 

-  3 meetings with the consumer associations on current issues with the related 
experts from the corporate world,

- bilateral meetings. 
also to be noted in 2011 was active participation in the work carried out by 
the national Consumer activity board (CnC) and the Fédération Française des 
Télécoms (FFT): 
-  SFR was part of all of the consensus-building meetings with the consumer 

associations, on mobile Internet, information transparency and consumer ac-
tivity management. 

-  at the level of the profession, dialogue is also being developed in the FFT with 
progress in 2011.  

For further details, please refer to page 38 of this Report. 

aSSociationS oF DiSableD peRSonS 

topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR relies daily on the support of its association partners who are experts in 
accessibility to products and services for disabled consumers.

2011 Highlights
SFR wishes to foster access to digital technologies for disabled persons, 
through 2 main initiatives:
-  SFR has initiated a training programme dedicated to accessing the iphone 
and vocal synthesis tool voiceover which equips a terminal designed for the 
visually-impaired,

-  SFR has rolled out a vocal gpS designed specially for the visually-impaired, 
after having tested it on the public test platform (SFR workshop), with blind 
or visually-impaired volunteers.

StaKeHolDeR
Dialogue

SFR’S cSR policY iS 
baSeD on liStening 
to wHat all oF itS 
StaKeHolDeRS Have 
to SaY anD engaging 
in conStRuctive 
Dialogue witH tHem.
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inteRnal
emploYeeS 
Hygiene / Health / Safety

topics and Form of Dialogue
general safety training programmes (safety reception, fire) or programmes ded-
icated to the specific risks encountered in the course of everyday operations 
(falls from high places, road risk, electricity, etc.) are given out each day.  In 
2011, 5,147 people took part in safety training across SFR group. 
In addition, nationwide surveys were launched in line with regulatory require-
ments to identify psycho-social risks, with the support of the firm Technologia, 
and in conjunction with the health, Safety and working Conditions Commit-
tees (ChSCT). 
SFR’s occupational health Departments carries out regular heatlh informa-
tion and promotion initiatives, geared at employees, focusing on emergency 
response, defribillator use, relaxation and blood donation organised in partner-
ship with Établissement Français du Sang (1,194 employees in total). 

2011 Highlights
-  pilot telecommuting programme instituted between June and December with 

150 volunteer employees.
-  Relaxation room opened at Rive Défense site.
-  paris Cambrai site interior redesigned to encourage communication between 
teams and in response to employee requests.

-  Renovation carried out to improve accessibility to SFR sites for the visually-
impaired.

-  Study carried out on the ageing of fixed and mobile telephone technical sites 
and sub-contractor audits.

For more details, refer to pages 58 and 59.

inteRnal communication

topics and Form of Dialogue
Internal communication at SFR means, first of all, communication on the 
ground, which gives employees the opportunity to speak out.  It offers a range 
of events and tools fostering dialogue and interaction between employees and 
top management, such as: 
-  my SFR and Intranet 2.0 are two examples, but there is also a bi-monthly 
newsletter, information screens, etc.  the employees can offer their own arti-
cles or comment on those published, 

-  informal breakfasts with a member of the executive Committee and thirty 
employees (1 per month),

-  forums or workshops during which the employees may ask the project own-
ers questions:  notebooks, SFR applications, SFR Femto, Spotify, etc.,

- discussion forums to improve the customer experience.
all of these tools and programmes are improved each year, based on the re-
sults of the internal communication survey.
The director-managers also have their own dedicated secure Intranet.  

2011 Highlights
-  10 editions of the ‘matinales’ (current events breakfasts with a member of the 
executive Committee), which have attracted 350 employees. 

-  presentation of architectural project for SFR’s future head office, by architect 
Jean paul viguier (combining 4 Ile-de-France sites).

-  Internal mobilisation for Sustainable Development week and mobility week in 
Ile-de-France and across France.

-  Internal mobilisation for Disabilities week in Ile-de-France and across France.
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Social paRtneRS

topics and Form of Dialogue
Regular meetings are held with the Central works Council, works Council, 
health, Safety and working Conditions Committee, and employee Representa-
tives to dialogue, review different requests and present the company’s major 
social or organisational plans.
Regular negotiation sessions with the trade unions are also set up on a wide 
variety of topics (working time, salary, incentives, etc.): a new social dialogue 
agreement signed in July 2011 organises and structures social dialogue in the 
company.
The timely issues can be addressed at extraordinary sessions.
lastly, regular informal meetings with the human Resources Department 
(hRD) and trade unions are held through special breakfasts.

2011 Highlights
-  efforts continue in order to harmonise the by-laws, following various mergers, 

with the signing of various agreements regarding the compensation structure, 
classification, working time and on-call times.

-  progress on the project to combine the 4 major paris sites (Séquoia, Rive 
Défense, boulogne, meudon) in Saint-Denis.

- mandatory annual agreement negotiated and signed.
- Telecommuting pilot project launched.

SHaReHolDeR
vivenDi

topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR is a subsidiary of vivendi group, which owns 100% of the capital. we main-
tain close ties, drawing in particular on:
-  a monthly management Committee in order to review operations and strate-
gic issues, 

- a monthly executive board meeting with the Ceos across vivendi,
- a Risks Committee.

2011 Highlights
-  In June 2011, vivendi acquired 100% of SFR’s capital and, in so doing, became 
its sole shareholder.

-  In December 2011, vivendi has combined SFR and maroc Télécom into a spe-
cific division vivendi Télécom International (vTI).

in June 2011, 
vivenDi 
acquiReD  
100% oF  
SFR’S capital.
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economic enviRonmentS

SupplieRS

topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR has defined its "responsible purchasing" as part of a progress approach, 
through assessment, dialogue, possible shared improvement plans and timely 
meetings with its suppliers.
as part of its ISo14001 certification process, SFR raises its suppliers’ aware-
ness using a variety of tools. one of these is an ‘ISo 14001 memo’ the waste 
management policy and best practices recommended for implementation. 

2011 Highlights
In order to step up its assessment process, SFR decided to intensify its sup-
plier monitoring by carrying out CSR audits on-site.  It is the logical next step 
in implementing our responsible procurement policy.  Through the audit, the 
suppliers’ processes undergo critical review. It fosters transparency and makes 
it possible to engage in awareness-raising for the latter.  The meetings with 
management and personnel are used to assess the degree of process own-
ership at every level. each buyer then takes on board the conclusions and 
encourages the supplier to institute progress plans, as is the case following 
other assessments.

StaRt-up

topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR has chosen to call upon start-ups in order to innovate around its current 
and future businesses (examples: e-health, e-education).
The approach has taken on two additional concrete forms:  
-  an investment vehicle (corporate venture) known as SFR Développement,
-  an operational support programme, drawing upon SFR’s business divisions, 

through SFR Jeunes Talents.

2011 Highlights
- SFR Jeunes Talents Start-up programme extended. 
-  new class of 10 innovative start-ups selected in november 2011.
-  a partnership initiated with Clean Tech open France as part of the SFR Jeunes 
Talents green programme, in order to support young French eco-innovative 
companies. 

For further details, refer to page 74.  

Social entRepReneuRS
 
topics and Form of Dialogue
won over by their potential for innovation, SFR has committed alongside social 
entrepreneurs in a variety of ways:
-  buying services from adjustment companies and re-integration companies as 
part of our responsible purchasing policy 

-  supporting social and solidarity economy initiatives and projects through 
partnerships or sponsoring projects, 

-  backing young social entrepreneurs with the programme SFR Jeunes Talents 
entrepreneurs sociaux.

For more information: http://www.sfrjeunestalents.fr/
entrepreneurs/social/concours/concours-entrepreneurs-sociaux

2011 Highlights
-  Supporting the first class of 8 young Social entrepreneur Talents and launch-
ing, in november 2011, the second edition of the  SFR Jeunes Talents entre-
preneurs Sociaux programme 

-  SFR was partner to ashoka Changemakers week, which was held in June 
2011 for the 30-year anniversary of the ashoka network. 

-  Contributing to the creation of log’Ins, the first company clearly-geared to-
ward the integration of disabled parties in traditional companies, in a joint 
non-profit venture involving europe’s leading transport and logistics player, 
norbert Dentressangle and the integration company ares. 

-  For the 3rd year running, SFR has called upon the association-based firm 
mozaïk Rh to produce its hiring campaign aimed to attract interns from 
diversity groups. 
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tHe public SectoR
In late 2010, SFR decided to structure its relations with the public  sector, in 
particular, with ministries and parliament, in order to make the company, its 
businesses, strategies issues and, more generally speaking, those of the digital 
industry, better understood.   a Corporate affairs Department was thus set up 
for this purpose. It develops close and trusting relations with elected officials, 
in order to inform and enlighten their discussions and legislative processes 
on topics that are both complex and subject to extremely swift technological 
developments.

local autHoRitieS 

topics and Form of Dialogue
all the while awaiting the results of the discussions undertaken as part of the 
grenelle Talks for the waves announced to take place in 2012, SFR continues 
to dialogue regularly with the local authorities, in particular during the instal-
lation of new mobile phone masts, taking care to do so in line with the guide 
to Relations between operators and municipalities (guide des Relations entre 
opérateurs et Communes) signed with the association of mayors of France in 
2004 and updated in 2007, while also consulting on fixed network coverage 
(aDSl, wi-Fi and Fibre optics).

2011 Highlights
-  510 000 customers connected via aDSl thanks to the partnership programme 
between SFR and the local authorities.

-  1260 subscriber connection points (nœuds de Raccordement d’abonnés, 
nRa) unbundled through programmes with the local authorities, 140 of which 
were completed in 2011 alone.

-  Fiber To The home (FTTh) continues to be developed on very sparsely-popu-
lated areas (gravelines, manche) and an FTTh deployment model is being test-
ed in medium-density areas (mareuil en vendée and Saint-lô, in la manche).

-  Cantines numériques (digital hubs and shared working areas deployed) in 
nantes.

-  pilot municipalities for the ‘post-grenelle des ondes" talks placed under the 
aegis of the ministry of ecology, Sustainable Development, Transport and 
housing (meDDTl).  

-  a new approach to dialogue:
  •  SFR takes part at the Mayors and Local Authorities and continues to present 

new services, such as mobile-based parking payment solutions, the Family 
Connect offer, the Digital Classroom, the connected defibrillator, 

  •  Takes part in the think tank on regional digital, ‘La mêlée numérique’

national FRequencieS agencY (anFR)

topics and Form of Dialogue 
SFR takes part in the working groups headed by the agency, in particular those 
regarding experiments on exposure to radiofrequency waves, set up following 
the ‘grenelle des ondes’.

2011 Highlights 
The agency has carried out inspections, at its points of sale themselves, to en-
sure that the terminals are compliant with regulatory requirements on ‘health’. 

RegulatoRY autHoRitY on electRonic communi-
cationS anD poStal SeRviceS (aRcep)

topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR continues to consult closely with aRCep, the sector’s regulatory authority, 
on such topics as territory coverage and competition.

2011 Highlights
-  license for the deployment of a 4th generation (4g) network granted
-  national emergency Relay Centre set up for the deaf and hearing-impaired 
(114).

-  aRCep audit on the accessibility of electronic services and communication 
for disabled persons in France.
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goveRnment StaKeHolDeRS 

topics and Form of Dialogue 
SFR continues to consult closely with a variety of ministries such as: the minis-
try of ecology, Sustainable Development, Transport and housing (meDDTl), or 
the ministry of health, the ministry of Solidarities and Social Cohesion and, in 
particular, the Interministerial Committee on Disabilities, in order to contribute 
to public interest work carried out in favour of people in vulnerable situations, 
such as disabilities, as well as with a number of parliamentarians.

2011 Highlights 
-  participates in working groups set up following the ‘Radiofrequences, health 
and the environment’ Round Table, in particular those regarding experimenta-
tion on exposure and information/consensus-building. 

-  First Review of the voluntary Commitments Charter instituted by the Tel-
ecommunications Sector for Sustainable Development with the meDDTl, un-
der the aegis of the French Telecommunications Confederation (FFT).

-  under the aegis of the FFT, the profession’s voluntary Commitments Charter 
to facilitate accessibility to electronic communication for people living with a 
disability, was transposed from mobile to box services, web sites and stores 
in June 2011, with all of the government and association stakeholders and 
aRCep. The Charter is designed to set the profession on a constant progress 
track. It is unparalleled in France.

-  In September 2011, after 18 months of joint inter-operator work, under the 
aegis of the FFT, was opened in ‘114’, an emergency call centre dedicated to 
deaf or hearing-impaired.

FRencH telecommunicationS conFeDeRation 
(FFt)

SFR takes part in the work conducted by the French Telecommunications Con-
federation in the Sustainable Development Committee. The projects are very 
often connected with public interest issues for civil society. accessibility to 
digital technologies for disabled persons, the protection of confidential data for 
our fellow citizens and the contribution of technologies to the environmental 
issues of the future are examples of topics which SFR employees wish to see 
progress. 

civil SocietY
Created in 2006, Fondation SFR extends and amplifies sponsoring ini-
tiatives carried out by the company to promote equal opportunity.  
working right on the ground, Fondation SFR supports over one hundred as-
sociation projects in France each year.  For the past 5 years, more than 3,000 
SFR employees have committed alongside Fondation SFR on solidarity-building 
projects.  

main paRtneR aSSociationS 

adie micro Franchise Solidaire (amSi)
topics and Form of Dialogue
Fondation SFR supports the innovative solidarity-building micro-franchise pro-
gramme implemented by aDIe. The idea is to offer turnkey work concept to 
unemployed people and in particular to young people and the underqualified.  
The concept is rounded out by an initial training programme and a range of 
shared services requiring investments under €10,000. The support provided 
to the young entrepreneurs makes it possible for them to get their start and 
establish themselves over the longer term. 
For more information:  http://www.adie.org 

2011 Highlights
partnership launched and first supported projects identified.

ateliers du bocage
topics and Form of Dialogue
ateliers du bocage, an integration company run by emmaüs France, collects 
mobile phones in-house, in the espace SFR Distribution network, during events 
and with professional and corporate customers. 

2011 Highlights
ateliers du bocage has opened up 7 positions to process the mobile phones 
collected by SFR. 
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emmaüs Défi 
topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR and the Fondation SFR have been committed with emmaüs Défi since 
2009 through a new kind of partnership which, above and beyond financial 
support, is based on the concept of skills mentorship, through the involvement 
of SFR employees. Since 2010, SFR and emmaüs have run a solidarity-building 
telephone programme, which makes it possible for the most underprivileged 
populations to have access to mobile telephones and manage their use. Refer 
to page 68.
SFR’s commitment supports the emmaüs Defi programme, dedicated to open-
ing new thrift shops in paris. In 2010, SFR funded the renovation work on the 
first neighbourhood emmäus Défi thrift shop at the CentQuatre Cultural Centre 
in paris’ 19th arrondissement. In 2011, its funding went toward opening a new 
thrift shop.  
For more information: http://emmaus-defi.org

2011 Highlights
-  The solidarity-building telephone programme has expanded and is now serv-
ing 1,300 people in precarious living situations.

-  SFR contributed in financing work toward the opening of a new emmaüs Défi 
thrift shop in 2012.

French Handisport Federation
topics and Form of Dialogue
Since 2004, SFR has been official partner to the French handisport Federation 
through its corporate Federation.
For more information: http://www.handisport.org 

2011 Highlights
at the wheelchair Football world Cup, which took place from 24 october to 8 
november 2011, at the halle Carpentier in paris, twenty SFR employees joined 
the volunteer team and helped organise this outstanding sporting event. 

Fondaterra
topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR has been the historical partner to the Fondaterra Foundation since 2004, 
to raise awareness about environmental issues and sustainable development 
in the academic community.

2011 Highlights
Fondatera, working in partnership with SFR, organised the 2nd green TIC Cam-
pus Challenge, a major student competition on the topic ‘toward a greener 
campus thanks to ICTs’. The 3rd edition is set to take place in 2012 with a new 
partner, Cofely - gDF SueZ.

la voix de l’enfant 
topics and Form of Dialogue 
SFR has been a partner to la voix de l’enfant since 2001, to finance the open-
ing of medico-legal walk-In units (uamJ) in hospitals, where children victims of 
abuse or assaults can tell of their experience. as at 31 December 2011, there 
were 46 uamJs across France. 
an SFR – la voix de l’enfant Steering Committee meets at least twice each 
year. 

Sidaction
topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR remains committed to the fight against aIDS, serving as the telecommuni-
cations partner to Sidaction. SFR’s contribution comes in three forms:
-  it handles the technical and financial aspects of all  telecommunications op-
erations for the pledge and donation campaign (SFR takes all of the calls re-
ceived at the 110 toll-free number and channels them to the many telephone 
platforms opened for the operation),

-  it mobilises 3 SFR call centres (in marseille, meudon and paris) and hundreds 
of volunteer SFR employees to record the pledges,

-  it educates SFR customers to encourage donations. 
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2011 Highlights
on the weekend of 2 april 2011, 350 employees and friends took the calls and 
recorded pledges.

talent des cités
topics and Form of Dialogue
SFR has been partner to the Talents des Cités competition for the last 6 years.   
each year, Fondation SFR serves as patron to one of the national award-win-
ners and provides special support.

In 2007, SFR and heC created université du Droit d’entreprendre within Talents 
des Cités. This three-day training seminar is given to young entrepreneurs from 
‘City policy’ neighbourhoods by heC professors and SFR employees.  université 
du Droit d’entreprendre provides entrepreneurs with top-tier training geared at 
their issues. It is also an opportunity for entrepreneurs to build or extend their 
network. 
For more information: http://www.talentsdescites.com 
 
2011 Highlights
-  mehdi yakoubi, sponsored by Fondation SFR and already  an award-winner 

of the SFR Jeunes Talents programme for social entrepreneurs, received the 
Jury’s pick award at Talents des Cités 2011. his idea was to develop the ‘nelly 
signs with you’ software, a fun and interactive programme for learning French 
sign language, specially-tailored to mentally-disabled children with language 
impairment.

-  130 young entrepreneurs were able to take part in the  5th edition of université 
du Droit d’entreprendre, on 9, 10 and 11 June 2011. 

collectif Remise en Jeu /  
coupe du monde des Sans-abri  
topics and Form of Dialogue
understanding what a powerful tools sport has become today in fostering so-
cial integration for people facing major difficulties, the company has provided 
its support to  sport has become a powerful tool, an association dedicated 
to fighting exclusion. SFR supported the organisation of the Coupe du monde 
des Sans-abri 2011 (2011 world Cup for the homeless) which ran from 21 to 
28 august, on Champ de mars in paris. SFR is also one of the companies that 
contributed to the international colloquium dedicated to identifying solutions 
to fight exclusion.
For more information: http://www.remisenjeu.fr

2011 Highlights
-  at the competition venue, 20 SFR employees filled out the ranks of the teams 
this year and helped organise the 2011 world Cup for the homeless.

-  Following from this major sporting and solidarity-building event, SFR contrib-
uted to the debates and initiatives set in motion at the colloquium: “la rue : 
y tomber, y vivre, s’en sortir et ne pas retomber”, about street life, going under 
and coming back. 

FonDation SFR  
iS paRtneR 
to tHe woRlD 
cup oF tHe 
HomeleSS.
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tHe eDucational communitY
aRpeJeH
topics and Form of Dialogue
one of the association’s founding members, SFR is committed as part of aRpe-
Jeh to helping improve and promote training, qualification and employment 
for disabled secondary school and university students, by offering internships  
to youth from lower secondary school up to the professional integration level.

2011 Highlights
-  SFR opened its doors to 15 students over School year 2010/2011.
-  68 employees committed to taking part in one of the initiatives offered by 
aRpeJeh (vocational preparation workshops, exploration of little-known jobs, 
and job discovery workshops).

-  24 employees that had taken in young interns received awareness-raising in 
disabilities. 

mobi3 
topics and Form of Dialogue
Since 2007, SFR has been operating this programme, in partnership with the 
national education System. It is aimed at students from 6 lower secondary 
schools in priority education Zones, from versailles, Créteil and paris. The aim of 
mobi3 is to give meaning to their education, step up their aspirations, introduce 
them to the entrepreneurial culture, the corporate world and the working 
world, ‘from the inside’. working in a team to design the mobile telephone of 
the future, its design and commercialisation – this is the challenge offered to 
the young participants.

2011 Highlights
In may 2011, SFR organised the finals of the mobi3 competition, the awards cer-
emony of which took place at the headquarters in la Défense, with 92 young 
people participating.

passeport avenir 
topics and Form of Dialogue
For the past 7 years, SFR has been committed to equal opportunity in access 
to higher education and elite learning institutions for young people from under-
privileged urban areas. passeport avenir, formerly known as Cercle passeport 
Telecom, was founded by SFR in 2005, in partnership with the ministry of edu-
cation. It is designed to support students from modest backgrounds enrolled 
in elite preparatory classes, engineering schools and business schools up to 
their entry into working world. The programme offers both individual and group 
tutoring. There are now 15 partner companies working with passeport avenir.
For more information: http://passeport-avenir.com

2011 Highlights
-  120 SFR employees show their commitment by serving as tutors for the Class 
of 2011-2012.

-  upstream project deployment: awareness-raising initiative aimed at nearly 
1,000 upper secondary school and bTS (secondary vocational training) 
students about continuing into higher education and information about the 
opportunities in their fields in pre-elite education programmes. 

-  passeport avenir opens up to university-level degree programmes. 5 universi-
ties joined the programme in 2011, with deployment scheduled for 2012.

ma caméra chez les pros
topics and Form of Dialogue
Founded in 2011, in partnership with the ministry of education, the programme 
offers guidance and assistance to young people starting upper secondary 
school, by opening their eyes to jobs for the future and employment opportuni-
ties offered by business players in the region.   using digital tools (video and 
web), the lower secondary students turn into budding reporters and head out 
on the field to meet professionals.  all throughout the year, they investigate 

cReateD in 2011, ‘ma caméRa cHez leS pRoS‘ (FocuSing in on 
tHe pRoS’) oFFeRS oRientation SeRviceS to Young people 
enteRing uppeR SeconDaRY ScHool bY opening tHeiR eYeS to 
tHe JobS tHat will maKe tHe FutuRe anD to buSineSS vitalitY.
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the jobs that will make the future in their Region and produce video reports 
on a local company.  In the longer term, the programme aims to play a part in 
the professional integration and success of these lower secondary students 
in modest environments. The videos produced by the young people then go 
to feed the programme’s web site to extend the scope of their investigative 
work and to give other lower secondary students the benefit of what they have 
learned.
For more information: http://www.macamerachezlespros.fr

2011 Highlights
-  Some fifty students have already taken part in this programme, launched in 

march 2011 by the lyon School board.
-  11 major corporations are mobilised alongside SFR to take part in this innova-
tive educational programme. 

-  with school year 2011/2012, the programme broadened to include the 
nantes, paris, Créteil and versailles School boards. 

Schools and universities 
topics and Form of Dialogue
In order to attract the best talents and diversify sources of recruitment, 
SFR takes part in many events designed to bring professionals and students 
together.

SFR conducts a large number of on-the-ground initiatives as well:
-  major partnerships: Chaire heC, essec marketing Case Study, partnership with 

Fondation bordeaux université;

-  Fondation Télécom: the ‘First’ programme, a working group dedicated to ‘the 
digital transformation and new modes of management’, selecting internation-
al fellowship recipients, best Internship awards, and more;

-  educational action delivered by employees to partner schools/universities 
(classwork, testimonials, participation in judging panels); 

-  student coaching programmes: mock interviews, résumé preparation work-
shops, assistance in defining their professional project;

-  visits to headquarters to introduce students to SFR ‘behind the scenes’;
-  participation in certain schools’ annual seminars (post-university advisory/
oriented instruction versus job development, etc.).

2011 Highlights
-  In 2011, SFR took part in 23 forums, 4 of which were held in universities, 9 
in business schools and 10 in engineering schools, on the principle that, by 
rationalising the number of forums, it will  foster, not only recruitment, but 
also local-level action and genuine exchange with students.

-  The business game ‘wh@t a challenge!’ was organised with 46 partner 
schools/universities in order to boost SFR’s attractiveness and identify future 
job-study/internship participants.

SFR HaS JoineD tHe imS’ ‘companieS anD univeRSitieS’ pRo-
gRamme.  aS paRt oF tHiS, SFR tooK paRt in tHe pRogRamme’S 
FiRSt eDition, FRom 5 to 9 DecembeR 2011 – a national event 
in FavouR oF equal oppoRtunitY.
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RepoRting:  a pRoceSS oF  
continual impRovement
21 challenges structured along our cSR policy’s 3 guiding lines - greener, safer, more united – cover 
SFR’s responsibility policy.  the 21 challenges has given rise to 42 commitments, on which progress 
is tracked using 117 indicators and 87 objectives , defined in accordance with the national (nRe act) 
and international (gRi) standards.

RepoRting StRuctuRe SpeciFic  
to tHe telecommunicationS inDuStRY 

as was the case in the previous year, SFR called on europe’s leading extra-
financial ratings agency, vigeo, to analyse the consistency of its reporting 
system in relation with the way challenges are developing in the telecommu-
nications industry, shaped by extreme innovation, both in technologies and 
their uses. The analysis is based on the performance reference guidelines used 
by vigeo to rate listed telecommunications companies, and thus ensures that 
SFR’s reporting indicators are consistent, efficient and explicit. 
The reporting structure may be adjusted in accordance with the market and 
stakeholder expectations. 
a ceratin number of commitments and the related indicators are submitted to 
the autorité de Régulation des Communications electroniques et des postes 
(aRCep). 
a pioneer when it comes to extra-financial reporting, though not subject to 
any regulatory requirement in this area for several years, SFR chose to take 
advance action in the audit of its data by a third-party, as stipulated by the 
grenelle II bill: a project group including all of the company’s internal stake-
holder groups was able to present its conclusions to the members of the Sus-
tainable Development Committee.

itS voluntaRY appRoacH HaS alReaDY  
been valiDateD bY tRuSteD tHiRD paRtieS. 

without being subject to the nRe act, SFR committed voluntarily from as early 
as 2003 to communicate its data on social, corporate and environmental per-
formance. 
part of this data is incoporated into vivendi group’s reporting process and is 
subject to auditor verification. 
In addition, SFR chose to have certain sections of its CSR policy certified: 
•  Its Environmental Management System was certified ISO 14001, on an ex-

tended scope in 2010, and now covers all of the mobile telephone businesses 
as well as the Fixed Telephony business and Reunion Island. 

•  Its HR policy in favour of equal opportunity received the Diversité Label in 
november 2010, issued by aFnoR following in-depth audit.

•  Its customer relations programme has earned both the Qualicert and ISO 
9001 certification.  

a StRuctuRe-builDing metHoDologY  
FoR tHe companY 

The procedures for gathering and consolidating the data used by SFR to report 
on its CSR policy are set out in a formal environmental and social reporting 
protocol. used as an internal guide for the operational Departments, it is dis-
tributed and applied at every level of the company.  It is also a vital benchmark 
for external verification of data. 
a centralised IT tool dedicated to reporting and monitoring action plans rounds 
out the programme. It helps strengthen the inspections carried out further to 
the data reporting process and thereby makes it possible to guarantee the reli-
ability of the reporting system as a whole. It is flexible and makes it possible 
to take into account regulatory and organisational changes, as well as new 
directions set out for the company’s CSR objectives.

unleSS otHeRwiSe 
inDicateD, tHe Data 
publiSHeD in tHiS 
Document coveR tHe 
Following Scope:  
SFR Sa, SFR collectivitéS,  
SFR SeRvice client, SRR, 
neuF aSSiStance, neuF 
centeR anD eFixo. 
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ouR cHallengeS anD ouR commitmentS 
FoR a gReeneR woRlD

ReDucing ouR enviRonmental impact anD tHat oF ouR cuStomeRS  

environmental conservation is on the verge of becoming one of the structuring lines of the digital economy. For SFR, this implies a two-fold 
challenge. This implies, first of all, setting an example, in particular by stabilising our energy consumption at a time when use is skyrocketing 
and, secondly, helping lower French society’s greenhouse gas emissions, by massively spreading Information and Communications Technolo-
gies (ICTs), in the Transport, health, education, Construction, energy and other sectors.  It is also in this mindset that SFR is intent on deploy-
ing concrete solutions to serve individual customers, companies and the local authorities.   
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/pour-un-monde-plus-vert/rechauffement-climatique

contRolling anD ReDucing tHe enviRonmental impact oF ouR buSineSSeS 

at the end of 2010, SFR was awarded, for the 6th year running, ISo 14001 certification for its environmental management System. The certi-
fication is of exceptional reach and is like no other in the profession.
beyond the mobile services, fixed telephony services and those provided by Société Réunionnaise du Radiotéléphone (SRR), the certificate’s 
scope has been extended to include the eco-design activity that led to the neufbox evolution, 14 new fixed telephony sites, 1 third-party site 
and point of sale on la Réunion.
It should be noted that SFR’s mobile network is the only one in France fully ISo 14001 certified: this includes maintenance and the deploym-
net of mobile phone masts in particular, as well as their integration into the landscape or the energy efficiency of the equipment it deploys.

tHe neuFbox evolution, a FlagSHip innovation FoR eco-DeSign 

Smaller than its predecessors, less energy-intensive and 70% composed of recyclable materials, neufbox evolution is the result of nearly 
2 years of research and development. In total, its main environmental impacts were cut by 30 to 50%. Its electricity consumption, for in-
stance, is now 30 to 40% lower than previously. Three buttons – ‘eco’, ‘wiFi’ and ‘on/off’ – have been added so that users can optimise their 
energy consumption, in accordance with their usage patterns. while 2010 was a turning point through the roll-out of the new box, 2011 was 
the year when the aspirations around the box were confirmed and the eco-design approach deployed.   For instance, 2011 saw the spread of 
‘ecoSIm’ cards, which are now half as small compared to a traditional SIm card, to all customers and the launch of the 1st SIm half-card pilot 
project in France.  made of paper, they enable a carbon footpring 30% lower than plastic traditional-format SIm cards.
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5 cHallengeS FoR a ‘gReeneR’ woRlD: 
•  Fighting global warming
•  Helping our customers become eco-consumers  
•  Controlling our raw materials consumption and managing waste  
•  Working with our stakeholders to sustainably develop our companies 
•  Continuing to deploy our Environmental Management System 

Helping ouR cuStomeRS become eco-conSumeRS  

beyond eco-design,  the efforts to help customers become eco-consumers gained magnitude in 2011: 
environmental efficiency information is now displayed on all mobiles sold in espace SFR stores and at the online store, also in la Réunion.    
every customer can now see the total amount of Co

2
 emitted over the full life-cycle of a phone before purchasing it, as well as the impact 

in terms of natural resource depletion.   all of the telephones marketed in the pack SFR (excluding apple products) are equipped with this 
display, which also includes a simple rating scale, from 1 to 5 (5 being the best rating).  building from this progress, SFR has of course com-
mitted to the experiment launched in July by the ministry of ecology.
For more information:  http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/pour-un-monde-plus-vert/laffichage-environnemental 

To round out this programme, SFR launched its ‘Formules Carrées’, where all offers are made available with or without mobile phones and 
with or without commitments.
naturally, the recycling plan remains in place, making it possible for customers to bring their old mobile phones back to the espace SFR stores 
and trade them in for vouchers, as well as the paper-free billing option. 
In addition to the products in which the company has long been expert, such as the box, SFR is also eager to develop new environmental 
added-value services, which form an integral part of its innovation policy, whether for companies or for the general public. Cloud computing, 
energy management, tele/videoconferencing, optimised transport, domotics, teleassistance, etc. offer very promising carbon footprint reduc-
tion prospects.
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SFR’s carbon dioxide emissions (Co
2
) are due primarily to energy consumption 

from its technical and tertiary infrastructures and its business travel. 
The quest for more effective control of energy consumption requires the intel-
ligent and optimised management of equipment and buildings through energy 
audits, remote metering systems, the use of more energy-efficient equipment, 
the introduction of natural ventilation, experimentation with renewable energy 
sources, etc.  
of particular note in year 2011 is the construction of a new datacentre at the 
cutting edge of innovation and more environmentally-friendly in Trappes, and 
the participation in the european Code of Conduct with the achères 1 Data-
centre.
with nearly 29,000 tonnes of Co2, business travel and home-work commutes 
are the company’s second-highest source of Co2 emissions. SFR has set out 
two main thrusts for progress: less business travel, by giving priority to tel-
econferencing (video/telepresence, etc.) and smarter commutes (taking the 
train rather than the plane, bringing hybrid vehicles into the automobile fleet, 
etc.).  To take this thinking further, SFR has established Company Travel plans 
(pDes) at several sites. The plans implement a series of measures designed to 
optimise employee commuting travel, at the same time as addressing the ways 
in which the company’s external contacts – customers, suppliers, partners and 

visitors – visit its premises.  
In addition, SFR has chosen to get a step ahead on the provisions to be in-
troduced by the French government's national environmental initiative (the 
grenelle de l’environnement) by conducting the first comprehensive bilan Car-
bone® audit of all its business activities. based on the methodology developed 
by the French environment and energy management agency aDeme, this audit 
should identify new opportunities for improvement, as well as evaluating the 
gains made by those initiatives already in place. 

optimiSing ouR eneRgY conSumption

Replacing network hardware with new, more energy-efficient equipment, vir-
tualising servers, optimising airflow in our premises, introducing remote moni-
toring, limiting the use of air conditioning and rationalising our installed base 
of equipment are all solutions now being implemented by SFR to reduce our 
energy consumption. we are also focusing on controlling the energy consumed 
by routers and set-top boxes.  For this purpose, it has committed by signing the 
voluntary Industry agreement and the Code of Conduct for broadband equip-
ment, which specify the consumption thresholds to be met. 

FigHting global waRming a two-FolD cHallenge 
FoR SFR:  
StabiliSing eneRgY 
conSumption at a time oF 
SKYRocKeting uSeS anD 
Helping loweR FRencH 
SocietY’S gReenHouSe  
gaS emiSSionS, tHanKS 
to tHe maSSive 
DiSSemination oF ictS.

total energy consumption 
(mwh) (gRi: en03)
• from electricity
• from natural gas
•  from the urban heating-

cooling grid
•  from oil fuels

2009 
Results

548,611

546,856
820

-

935

2010 
Results

562,411

561,558
430

-

423

For reminder purposes:

2011 Goals

--

Results 
2011

635,754

622,924
2,236
9,939

655

Comments

SFR group energy consumption split 

 

-  In 2011, the consumption posted by a services site was 
added, with the indicator, ‘natural gas consumption’ 

- urban network: new 2011 indicator

2012  
Goals

--
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electricity consumption from 
office sites (mwh)

electricity consumption from 
networks (fixed and mobile) 
(mwh)

co2 atmospheric emissions  
(in tonnes of co2) (gRi: en16)
• due to electricity 
•  due to urban heating/cooling 

grid
• due to natural gas 
• due to fuel

2009 
Results

38,610

508,246

54,755

54,321
-

194
240

2010 
Results

44,646

516,912

58,351

58,127
-

101
123

For reminder purposes:

2011 Goals

-  To stabilise energy 
consumption from 
office sites in 2011 
compared to 2010.

-  To install photovol-
taic and wind energy 
infrastructures at 2 
office sites.

-  To stabilise, by 2020, 
consumption from 
fixed and mobile net-
work infrastructures 
and data centres as 
compared to 2009.

--

2011 
Results

53,079

569,845

65,207

63,714
770

517
206

Comments

-  on a comparable basis,  
electricity consumption from  
the office sites decreased  
by 5% compared to 2010.  
The goal was exceeded.

-  in 2011, a ‘proprietary’ energy consumption metric was 
added to the total consumption from office sites.

-  Studies were conducted in 2011 for prospective photo-
voltaic and wind energy infrastructures.

a 10% increase in energy consumption on the network 
due to skyrocketing use and the deployment of new 
equipment.

19.2% of emissions are due to Société Réunionnaise  
du Radiotéléphone (SRR) operations

2012 
Goals

-  to stabilise energy 
consumption from office 
sites in 2011 compared 
to 2010. 

-  to install photovoltaic 
and wind energy infra-
structures at 2 office 
sites.

-  to stabilise, by 2020, 
consumption from fixed 
and mobile network 
infrastructures and data 
centres as compared to 
2009.  

--
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co2 atmospheric emissions due to busi-
ness travel (in co2 emissions) (gRi: 
en16)

•  from CO2 atmospheric emissions due to 
air, train and short-term rental vehicle 
travel 

•  from CO2 atmospheric emissions due to 
corporate service fleet vehicles

corporate service vehicle fleet (number)

2009 
Results

9,587

4,099

5,488

1,325

2010 
Results

9,831

3,938

5,893

1,532

For reminder purposes:

2011 Goals

-  Lowering CO
2
 emis-

sions due to business 
travel by 10%. 

-  Continuing to promote 
eco-behaviour in 
employees and train-
ing 100% of the staff 
using a vehicle for 
professional purposes 
by 2015.

2011 
Results

 9,980 

 
 3,999

5,981

1,623

Comments

2010 target not reached (+1.5%), 
primarily as a result of the increase 
in number of train and corporate 
vehicle travel.

SSR included in this indicator since 
2011. 
on a comparable basis (SFR), the 
number of vehicles has decreased 
due to fleet rationalisation.

eco-driving training is available 
through the training catalogue.

Target revised to better address sales 
engineers.

2012 
Goals

-  to continue to implement a busi-
ness travel policy that is more 
respectful of the environment: 
to stabilise co2 emissions due 
to business travel compared to 
2011.

-  to continue promoting eco-
driving with employees. 

-  to test a machine-to-machine 
solution offered by the SFR 
business team making it possible 
to lower fuel consumption. 

-  to train 100% of the SFR sales 
engineer population by 2015.

encouRaging SuStainable mobilitY

For the past 2 years, for european mobility week, SFR has added 5 electrically-
powered Smart cars to its service vehicle fleet for use by employees travelling 
between company sites in the paris Region.  For the last 3 years, internal events 
also introduced employees to eco-driving techniques (through the use of simu-
lators) and provided the opportunity to test videoconferencing and telepres-

ence facilities.  The number of remote meetings increased considerably during 
2011, largely as a result of internal information campaigns to promote good 
eco-attitudes.  as regards the Company Travel plans (pDes), those currently in 
existence in the paris Region will be replaced by those under preparation for 
SFR’s new head office in Saint-Denis. 
For more information: 
http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/pour-un-monde-plus-vert/mobilite-durable
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Fuel consumption  
(in m3)

average emissions due to 
the corporate service ve-
hicle fleet (in g co2/km)

number of hours of video-
conference/telepresence/
audiowebconference
•  from videoconference/

telepresence hours 
•  from audio/webconfer-

enc hours 

co2 atmospheric 
emissions due to travel 
employees  
(in tonnes of co2)
(gRi: en16)

2009  
Results

1,851

139

322,167

1,886 
(Sept. to Dec.)

320,281

16,800

2010 
Results

2,002

132

450,825

9,001

441,824

17,468

For reminder purposes:

2011 Goals

-  To reach average 
emissions level in the 
vehicle fleet amount-
ing to 130 g C02 /km 
in 2015.

-  To increase the 
number of videocon-
ference/telepresence 
hours by 10% com-
pared to 2010.

-  To run the 8 PDEs 
already-launched and 
to continue encourag-
ing travel alternatives 
to individual cars with 
employees.

2011 
Results

2,015

129

527,515

9,643

517,872

18,931

Comments

 --

The target set in 2010 was exceeded.
note: The average level is 124 gCo

2
/km 

for new vehicles released in 2011.

2011 target exceeded, with an overall 
increase in use of 14.5%.  
6.7% increase in videoconferencing/
telepresence. 

14.7% increase for audio and web-
conferencing. 

In line with the 2011 target, the pDes 
were continued at all 8 sites.  During 
mobility week, live events took place, 
in particular with awareness-raising in 
eco-attitudes.

2012
Goals

 --

-  to bring the average emissions level of the 
corporate service fleet to 125 gc02/km by 
2015. 

-  to increase the number of hours dedicated to 
videoconferencing/telepresence by 10% com-
pared to 2011, across SFR.

-  For SRR: to reach 200 hours/year  
(videoconferencing). 

-  to continue with a more environmentally-
friendly home-work commute policy:

    •  to run the 3 PDEs already launched in 
the regions and the SRR and continue to 
encourage modes other than the individual 
car with the employees,

    •  to prepare the PDE for the new headquar-
ters in Saint-Denis (which will replace those 
already in existence at the 4 paris region 
sites).
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total number of custom-
ers on paper-free billing

• ‘mobile’ customers

• ‘fixed’ customers

• SRR customers

number of espaces SFR 
stores offering the “paper-
free contracts” option 

2009 
Results

7,338,000

3,638,000

3,700,000

--

2001 
Results

8,391,269

4,484,000

3,907,269

--

For reminder purposes: 

2011 Goals

-  Continuing the deploy-
ment of paper-free 
online billing, in order 
to reach 9.7 million cli-
ents (fixed and mobile).

--

2011  
Results

9,173,347

5,022,284

4,095,563

55,500

190

Comments

2011 target not reached 
due to a higher attrition 
rate than initially fore-
casted.
 

new indicator in 2011.

new indicator in 2011.

2012 
Goals

-  continuing the deployment of paper-free online billing, 
in order to reach, by 2012: 

     •  5.3 million  consumer mobile users, or 45.5% of the 
eligible  field,

     •  4.2 million ADSL users, or 85.3% of the eligible 
field,

     •  145,000 paper-free bills on the SFR Business Team 
side, or 36% of eligible invoices. 

-  to reach 70,000 SRR (fixed and mobile) customers, or 
42% of the eligible field.

-  the aim is that 100% of all Espace SFR stores will offer 
the “paper-free customer contracts” solution by 2012.

to enable ouR cuStomeRS 
to be eco-conSumeRS 
The efforts to enable SFR customers to become eco-consumers were ramped 
up in 2011:
•  SFR fully-deployed its own display (including in La Reunion) and initiated ex-

perimental runs of its environmental labelling, which the ministry of ecology 
started in July.

•  The eco-design SIM cards (half the size) were extended to all customers. 
SFR also launched the 1st pilot run in France for a SIm half-card made of 
paper, which enables a 30% reduction in the carbon footprint, compared to a 
traditional-sized plastic SIm card.

•  With the launch of the ‘Formules Carrées‘ in June 2011, all of the offers are 
now available with or without mobile and with or without commitment.

•  The new neufbox Evolution is fully eco-designed. Its main environmental im-
pacts were cut by 30% to 50% compared to the previous generation.

•  Customer contracts are now paper-free across 190 points of sale, as of end-
2011.  Deployment is underway for the 840 espace SFR stores to be equipped 
appropriately as at end-2012.  

•  Naturally, the recycling plan remains in place, making it possible for custom-
ers to bring their old mobile phones back to the espace SFR stores and trade 
them in for vouchers, as well as the paper-free billing option.

continuing tHe DeploYment oF papeR-FRee billing 

For more information: http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/pour-un-monde-plus-vert/la-dematerialisation
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total number of mobile 
phones collected

•  mobile phones collected in  
Espace SFR stores, events, 
SRR, business team, in-
terne (excluding Sav/vpc/
unsold)

number of aDSl boxes and 
decoders collected

total weight of electrical 
and electronic equipment 
waste (Deee) collected (in 
tonnes)

2009 
Results

231,657

125,020

1,627,632

994

2010 
Results

351,359

186,076

1,590,348

1,073

For reminder purposes
2011 Goals

-  To collect 250,000 mobile 
phones in the Espace SFR 
distribution network from 
Business Team customers, at 
SFR events and on the island 
of La Réunion.

--

--

2011 
Results

351,545

205,497

2,229,513

1,622

Comments

2011 target not reached due to the low 
increase in collection in espace SFR 
stores compared with forecasts,  
in particular as a result of many players 
emerging in this area .

 

71% of boxes and decoders collected 
were reused.

Increase compared to 2010 due to 
comprehensive data collection.

2012 
Goals

-  to maintain the target of collecting 
250,000 mobile phones in the  
Espace SFR  distribution network 
from business team customers, at 
SFR events and on the island of la 
Réunion.

--

--

to Step up RecYcling oF uSeD mobile pHoneS 

Since 2010, a new higher-incentive programme (SFR customer or other) was 
launched, with 3 goals: 
•  To duly reward the customer: if the mobile phone returned to the Espace SFR 

store is still of value, the customer is given a purchase voucher.  a mobile 
phone value guide has been established and is updated each month. The 
phone’s value varies in accordance with the model, its condition and its age. 
The voucher is valid immediately, in the espace SFR store issuing it, on all 
products and accessories. The programme has also been available since Sep-
tember 2010, at the  web site. The customer is sent a check at home. 

•  Supporting associations: €2 are paid to associations, in particular Fondaterra, 
a foundation that works in favour of the environment and for the sustainable 
development of the local communities, and to la voix de l’enfant, a federation 
of associations mobilised to protect abused children. 

•  Encouraging the recycling of old phones: when the phones are reuseable, 
they are reconditioned to be sold in countries where mobile telephones can 
be a development accelerator, or by les ateliers du bocage, after which they 
become part of the solidarity-building economy network at emmaüs France. 
when the opposite is true, the mobile phones (batteries and accessories) are 
recycled in an environmentally-friendly manner. These operations are moreo-
ver conducted in line with the Charter on the Re-use of mobile Telephones, 
established in partnership with the eco-organisation eco-Systèmes. 

in total, since the programme was first launched in 2003, over 1 million 
mobile phones were collected by SFR.
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/
pour-un-monde-plus-vert/clients-eco-consommateurs
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number of eco-designed 
products sold

number of life cycle 
analyses (acv) com-
pleted (gRi: pR01)

2009 
Results

0

4

2010 
Results

2

7

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  Making the eco-designed 
SIM card available to all 
clients.

--

2011 
Results

3

1

Comments

neufbox  
evolution marketed 

The eco-designed SIm card was made 
available to all customers in 2011.

a slim paper SIm card was offered on 
a pilot basis in late-2011.

paper SIm card analysed.

2012 
Goals

-  to continue the product eco-design policy.

-  to foster the implementation of services by 
which the general public, companies and local 
authorities will be able to shrink their carbon 
footprint.

-  to develop eco-calculators that will make it 
possible to assess with precision the carbon 
benefits expected.

--

Stepping up tHe pRoDuct eco-DeSign policY 

on the eco-design side, while 2010 was a turning point through the roll-out 
of the new box, 2011 was the year when the aspirations around the box were 
confirmed.
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/
pour-un-monde-plus-vert/leco-conception

neuFbox evolution 
eco-DeSigneD:  
30% to 50% ReDuction 
in main enviRonmen-
tal impactS 
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percentage of telephones in 
the catalogue with environ-
mental display 

2009 
Results

0%

2010 
Results

100%

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals 

-  To continue the deployment of 
environment-related labelling 
on 100% of all mobile packs 
and kits (excluding Apple 
products) sold at Espace SFR 
stores and at the online store.

2011 
Results

100%

Comments

goal exceeded, due to 
deployment over a broader 
scope, i.e., SRR (90% of 
telephones in stroes and on 
srr.re).

2012 
Goals

-  to ensure that environmental labelling is 
placed on all mobile packs and box sets 
(excluding apple products) sold in Espace 
SFR stores and at the online store (including 
on the island of la Réunion), in Espace SFR 
business team stores and at the SFR business 
team store.  

-  incorporating mayotte into the process,  
with 70% environmental display.

DeploYing enviRonmental labelling

environmental labelling has been in place in the SFR online store and SFR retail 
outlets since 2010. In developing its methodology, SFR has drawn on the exper-
tise of a specialist in the field: bureau véritas CoDDe. The resulting methodol-
ogy addresses every stage in the mobile phone life cycle, from manufacture to 
recycling. The environmental performance assessed on this basis is presented 
to customers on the basis of 3 indicators that reflect: climate impact (green-

house gas generation), non-renewable natural resource exhaustion and water 
consumption.  In order to guide customers in choosing the most eco-friendly 
mobile phone, an overall rating from 1 to 5 (5 being the best rating) is allocated 
to each phone in each category (standard, webphone, etc.).  In 2011, SFR will 
deploy this labelling for all fixed phones sold in SFR retail outlets and the on-
line store, as well as for mobile phones sold on the island of la Réunion. SFR 
was also involved in the experimentation launched in July by the ministry of 
ecology. 

100% oF all mobile 
pacKS anD caSeS 
(excluDing apple 
pRoDuctS) SolD 
bY SFR now beaR 
enviRonmental 
labelling. 
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water consumption  
(in m3) (gRi: en08)

• from office sites 

• from network sites

2009 
Results

91,433

2010 
Results

134,030

92,345

41,685

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  To stabilise water con-
sumption at office sites 
compared to 2010.

2011 
Results 

158,826

91,413

67,413

Comments

Increase due to accidents at network 
sites.

2010 target exceeded (-1%) following 
the implementation of the consup-
tion-cutting policy. 

Incidents at air-cooling towers.

2012 
Goals

-  Stabilising water consumption at office 
sites in 2012, as compared to 2010 figures.

contRolling ouR wateR conSumption

a series of initiatives have been implemented as part of the environmental 
management System to reduce water consumption in office buildings, which 
are the major consumers of water within the group.  These initiatives focus 
chiefly on the installation of pressure reducers, double-flush systems and rais-
ing employee awareness as part of the eco-attitudes programme. 
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/
pour-un-monde-plus-vert/maitriser-nos-consommations

contRolling Raw mateRialS conSumption 
anD managing waSte
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non-hazardous waste (nHw) (in 
tonnes) (gRi: en22)
• from recycled NHW 

Hazardous waste (Hw) (in tonnes)
(gRi: en24)
• from batteries

professional electrical and electronic 
waste (Deee)
(in tonnes) (gRi: en24)
•  from network infrastructures (fixed 

and mobile)
•  from tertiary infrastructures and of-

fice equipment
• from Business Team infrastructures

professional electrical and electronic   
equipment reused (in tonnes)  

2009 
Results

2,095

1,263

381

309

419

373

46

83

2010 
Results

1,939

1,128

237

189

286

170

116

84

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  Aim for a minimum of 
20% network and office 
equipment re-used in 
2011.

2011 
Results

1,958

1,058

376

327

712

640

50

22

120

Comments

annual variation in accordance with 
battery renewal programme. Target 
difficult to set

149% increase due to large number of 
equipment dismantling projects in 2011. 
Target difficult to set.

new 2011 indicator for SFR business 
Team.

17% of equipment re-employed in 2011.
The 43% increase is due to the  
extension of the scope, including the  
SFR business Team equipment and  
re-use of dismantled cards. 

2012  
Goals

-  to achieve a 35% re-use rate on 
old fixed telephony equipment 
at SFR business team. 

-  to maintain the electrical and 
electronic equipment re-use rate 
in the fixed and mobile tel-
ephone networks at 20%. 

optimiSing ouR waSte management

SFR has introduced selective waste sorting in all its office. 84 tonnes of equip-
ment were reused in this way during 2010.  58% of non-hazardous waste 
products are now recycled (paper, cardboard, drinks cans, etc.). wherever pos-
sible, SFR encourages the re-use of waste electrical and electronic equipment 
(weee) in new deployment projects. 
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total paper 
consumption  
(in tonnes) (gRi: en01)

• from billing

•  from sales documen-
tation, marketing 
mails, customer packs 
and kits 

• from internal use

• from other papers

2009 
Results

13,450

2,001

11,131

190

128

2010 
Results

8,792

1,462

7,081

178

71

For reminder purposes
2011 goals

-  To lower paper 
consumption by 5%  
for internal use.

2011  
Results

7,571

1,605

5,767

177

22

Comments

a significant 18% drop, due to the increase in 
e-mailing and the use of notepads to present 
offers.

Stabilising internal paper consumption.

2012 
Goals

-  Stabilising paper consumption for sales 
documentation compared to 2011.

-  Stabilising paper consumption for 
internal use compared to 2011  
(SFR and SRR). 

to loweR papeR conSumption anD give pRioRitY 
to tHe uSe oF enviRonmentallY-FRienDlY 
communicationS mateRialS 

In addition to the efforts made to lower paper consumption, SFR gives priority 
to the use of environmentally-friendly materials. To illustrate, in 2011, 39% of 
the paper consumed came from recycled fibres, whereas 57% of the commu-
nications materials media were produced using FSC- or peFC-certified papers 
(paper from sustainably-managed forests). SFR is also working toward entirely 
paper-free customer contract management by 2012.

Facturation

Documentation commerciale,
mailings marketing,
packs et kits clients

Usage interne
et autres papiers

76 %

21 %

3 %

…/…

Billing

Sales documentation, 
marketing mails, customer 
packs and kits

Internal use and other papers
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…continued from previous page

Recycled-paper, peFc or FSc 
use rate out of total paper 
consumption (gRi: en02)

•  from recycled paper
•  from FSC/PEFC paper

percentage of referenced 
printers having been award-
ed FSc/peFc certification

2009  
Results

78%

22%
61%

83%

2010 
Results

95%

22%
74%

100%

For reminder purposes
2011 Goals

-  To increase recycled, PEFC or 
FSC paper use to 95% of SFR’s 
total paper consumption.

-  To maintain the percentage 
of FSC/PEFC-labelled printers 
referenced at SFR.

2011 
Results

96%

39%
57%

100%

Comments

2011 goal exceeded by 1%.

goal reached.

2012 
Goals

-  to maintain recycled, peFc or FSc 
paper use at 96% of SFR’s total paper 
consumption.

-  to increase the percentage of recycled 
paper used for internal SRR needs to 
50%.

-  to maintain the percentage of FSc/
peFc-labelled printers referenced at 
SFR at 100%.

Raw materials (cardboard, 
plastic) consumption due to 
manufacturing and logistics 
(in tonnes) (gRi: en01)

2009  
Results

2,638

2010  
Results

2,118

For reminder purposes
2011 Goals

--

2011 
Results

2,140

Comments

Stabilising raw materials con-
sumption

2012 
Goals

-  Stabilising raw materials consumption 
as compared to 2011.

loweRing Raw mateRialS conSumption  
in tHe manuFactuRing anD logiSticS buSineSSeS
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new mobile phone 
masts integrated into 
their environment in 
mainland France

new mobile phone 
masts integrated into 
their environment on 
the island of la Reunion

2009 
Results

89%

75%

2010 
Results

98%

85%

For reminder purposes
2011 Goals

-  To integrate 96% of new 
mobile phone masts into 
their environment (company 
facilities, excluding white 
zones nad TDF sites).

-  To integrate 75% of new 
mobile phone masts into 
their environment.

2011 
Results

99%

100%

Comments

2011 target exceeded.

2011 target exceeded.

2012 
Goals

-  to aim to integrate at least 96% of new 
mobile phone masts into their environ-
ment (company facilities, excluding 
white zones and tDF sites). 

-  to aim to integrate at least 80% of new 
mobile phone masts into their environ-
ment on the island of la Réunion. 

continuing to integRate new mobile pHone 
maStS into tHeiR enviRonmentS 

SFR is committed to sustainably developing its communities: 
•  By ensuring the integration of its mobile phone masts into the landscape 

in accordance with the joint policy developed by the industry: at the earli-
est stage in any mobile phone mast deployment project, SFR teams consult 
closely with local councillors, landowners and local authorities, as well as in-
volving architects, planners and landscape architects in minimising the visual 
impact of these installations. 

•  By building partnerships with stakeholders: SFR maintains a proactive pol-
icy of partnership with the non-profit organisations, ng and local authori-
ties, foundations and institutions concerned with environmental protection.  
These partnership arrangements, in which SFR customers are often involved, 
are designed to enable the company to play a positive role in favour of sus-
tainable land development  

For more information: http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/
pour-un-monde-plus-vert/collaborer-avec-les-parties-prenantes

woRKing witH StaKeHolDeRS to SuStainablY 
Develop tHe local communitieS 
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percent-
age of sites 
covered 
by an iSo 
14001-certi-
fied emS 

percent-
age of sites 
covered 
by an iSo 
14001-certi-
fied emS

2009 
Results

100% of mo-
bile network 

technical 
sites

48%  
of office sites

68%

2010  
Results

79% of mobile 
and fixed net-

work technical 
sites

60%  
of tertiary sites 

86%

For reminder purposes
2011 Goals

-  To extend the certificate to 15 new sites.

-  To achieve the NF Bâtiments Tertiaires en 
Exploitation Démarche HQE® at the Lyon 
and Rennes sites.

-  To achieve the NF Bâtiments Tertiaires 
en Exploitation Démarche HQE <2825® 
and BREEAM certification through the 
construction of the new Head Office in 
Saint Denis, by 2013.

-  To prepare and distribute a best practices 
guide for prime contractors, explaining how 
to reduce the environmental impact of new 
retail outlets.

2011 
Results 

79% 
of mobile and 
fixed network 

technical sites

60%
of office sites

86%

Comments

Target reached as regards secur-
ing ISo 14001 certification.
Target not reached regarding 
hQe exploitation approach
Target not reached regarding 
production and distribution of a 
guide.

--

2012 
Goals

-  to maintain iSo 14001 
certification.

-  to achieve the nF bâtiments 
tertiaires en exploitation 
Démarche Hqe ® at the lyon Saint-
priest and Rennes sites. 

-  to achieve the nF bâtiments 
tertiaires en exploitation 
Démarche Hqe <2860® and 
bReeam certification through 
the construction of the new Head 
office in Saint Denis, by 2013. 

-  to aim for iSo 14001 certification 
of 3 stores on the island of la 
Réunion.

an enviRonmental management SYStem (emS) 
witH iSo-14001 ceRtiFication 

as is the case each year, the ISo 14001 certification was further extended, in 
particular to address the box’s eco-design process. a first! That it earned this 
certificate sends out a strong signal, proving the effectiveness of the environ-
mental management System over the long term, with teams more and more 
mobilised and skilled in these areas.
For the 6th consecutive year, SFR earned certification in the following areas:   
•  the mobile telecommunications business; i.e. strategic site and mobile phone 

mast maintenance and deployment, 
•  the operation and maintenance of the main office sites, meaning the fixed-

telecommunications activities offices, the maintenance, deployment and cli-
ent hosting activities for 4 data centres (including 2 new centres in bordeaux 
and lille), 10 regeneration sites and 2 functional sites

•  the  fixed-telecommunications activities offices, the maintenance, deployment 

and client hosting activities for 4 data centres (including 2 new centres in 
bordeaux and lille), 10 regeneration sites and 2 functional sites

•  the activities of Société Réunionnaise du Radiotéléphone (SRR): fixed and mo-
bile telecommunication activities, tertiary services and sales at the le port 
site, and the mobile phone mast maintenance and deployment operations, 
tertiary activities, sales and the repair centre on the Saint-pierre site 

• the Box eco-design process.
The certified environmental management System operated by SFR provides 
the unifying structure that enables the practical and efficient coordination of 
its key environmental goals, at the same time as boosting employee mobilisa-
tion.  by incorporating and addressing environmental performance goals at 
the earliest stage of its business processes, SFR is able to respond quickly and 
effectively to changes in regulation and secure higher levels of commitment 
from its sub-contractors, to the great satisfaction of its customers, in particu-
lar businesses and local authorities to its business customers. 

to continue DeploYing ouR enviRonmental 
management SYStem
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number of employees and 
service providers trained in 
environment

number of employees and 
service providers having 
received awareness raising 
in environment

2009 
Results

291

100%

2010 
Results

248

100%

For reminder purposes:  
2011 Goals

-  To maintain employee awareness-raising in 
best environmental practices at 100%, via 
the eco-attitudes programme and training for 
100% of new arrivals through the induction 
programme.

2011 
Results

420

100%

Comments

--

Target reached

2012 
Goals

-  to maintain employee awareness-
raising in best environmental practices 
at 100%, via the eco-attitudes 
programme and training for 100% of 
new arrivals through the induction 
programme. 

SFR has set up a 2-day ‘induction programme’, in which all new employees take 
part.  The programme includes a training module in the company’s environmen-
tal policy. The internal awareness-raising campaigns on best environmental prac-
tices (energy, travel, waste, water, paper) also help maintain a high level of com-
mitment and involvement throughout the company. 
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/
pour-un-monde-plus-vert/notre-politique-environnementale
In addition to internal awareness-raising, SFR has carried out a complete overhaul 
of its institutional information site, in order to be alongside each person and each 

company to offer them the best of the digital world. The site is structured around 4 
major themes and, within these, the ‘our Commitments’ section describes the CSR 
initiatives implemented by SFR for a greener, safer and more united world. note:  
all of the topics covered by the environmental policy are addressed in instruc-
tional videos, in order to inform consumers and stakeholders. 
For more information: 
http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements/pour-un-monde-plus-vert

continue to maKe emploYeeS awaRe oF gooD enviRonmental pRacticeS  
anD impRoving tHe tRaining pRoviDeD to new emploYeeS  
aS paRt oF tHeiR inDuction pRogRamme
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ouR cHallengeS anD commitmentS 
FoR a SaFeR woRlD

7 iSSueS FoR a ‘SaFeR 
woRlD’:
•  Listening to what customers 

have to say 
•  Protecting customers more 

effectively 
•  Guaranteeing good business 

ethics 
•  Promoting responsible 

purchasing 
• Supporting research 
•  Supporting the deployment of 

mobile phone masts  
•  Improving customer 

information with a particular 
focus on mobiles and health

being responsible to customers, partners and, more broadly speaking, society:   
a concern central to SFR’s cSR policy, the cornerstones of which are listening, dialogue, transparency and vigilance.

liStening to wHat cuStomeRS Have to SaY

In order to better satisfy its customers, SFR carried out a complete overhaul of its mobile offer in 2011.  by bringing the offer from 35 different 
packages down to a streamlined 8 sales offers referred to as Formules Carrées, SFR considerably simplified its catalogue and improved its 
offer’s clarity. what’s more, as the Formules Carrées are all offered with or without commitment, customers can tailor their chosen rate to 
their own specific needs, making for all the more price transparency. 

pRotecting tHe YoungeSt uSeRS

being a responsible operator also means playing a part in protecting youth. It is for this reason that SFR continued, in 2011, to inform and 
raise parents’ awareness about the uses of digital technologies and the preventive action needed to shield their children from content 
unsuited to their age.  with this in mind, SFR regularly optimises the parental control systems offered to its customers, in order to adjust 
them to the constant progress in uses and technologies. In 2011, SFR was the first French operator to launch a new generation of mobile 
parental control, making it possible to filter mobile Internet, all the while offering an access portal dedicated to the youngest users. In 2012, 
this system will be upgraded for guaranteed effectiveness, even with a wi-Fi connection and a new service will be offered that all equipment 
connected to the neufbox in the household share the same access. 

pRoviDing betteR inFoRmation on mobile pHoneS anD HealtH

In may 2011, the CIRC (International Center for Research on Cancer) placed under the aegis of the world health organisation (who) 
classified radiofrequencies and in particular those due to mobile telephones, as “possibly carcinogenic to humans”. SFR adapted its user 
information initiatives in accordance: the educational web site www.mobile-et-radiofrequences.com was updated, as was the brochure mon 
mobile et ma Santé", updated in november 2011 and very broadly disseminated in Espace SFR stores, in all SIm card kits and at web site sfr.
fr.   more generally speaking, SFR continued in 2011 and will continue to communicate about the standard precautionary measures to take 
to lower exposure to radio waves, providing a free headset with each SFR pack and display the SaR (specific absorption rate)  on all of the 
phones marketed by the company.
For more information: www.mobile-et-radiofrequence.com
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liStening to wHat 
conSumeRS Have to SaY
impRoving cuStomeR SatiSFaction 
anD cuStomeR RelationSHip qualitY

In order to provide the best-possible response to the quality expectations of its 
customers, SFR is continuing its customer experience improvement plan, the 
prime purpose of which is to be present alongside each customer and com-
pany, offering the best of the digital world. 
To achieve this, SFR has been hard at work on optimising group key processes: 
stepping up the customer focus and complaint handling systems, monitoring 
the customer experience and related processes, and securing and inspecting 
processes via standard procedure rules. 
In order to place the customer at the heart of all initiatives and concerns, 
SFR has set up an immersion programme, by which employees can come in 
direct contact with customers, for instance visits to the espace SFR outlets 
or Customer Service.  a specially-created forum is also available to employees 
in order to report dysfunctioning or suggest improvements to the customer 
experience.

For the consumer audience 
The SFR Customer Service Department launched the SFR Touch programme 
at the beginning of 2010.  Its aim was to make the customer our core priority 
again and become more effective in serving him, from the very first call, and 
with end-to-end personalised service. 
with customer expectations always the starting point, the SFR Touch pro-
gramme, which mobilises all of SFR’s Customer Service department, was de-

signed and implemented to keep contact with the customers and place re-
lationship quality at the heart of the programme. This is set out in the Calls 
Charter drawn up for customer service operations: to win the trust of cus-
tomers by listening to what they have to say, adapting our response to 
suit their situation and committing ourselves to finding the solution they 
need. 
a training course in ‘SFR Touch Interpersonal Skills’ now forms part of the 
initial and ongoing training received by customer service operators, and has 
been designed specifically for this purpose by our Quality, Training and Com-
munication teams. more than 12,000 customer service operators have now 
been trained in SFR Touch, raising their awareness about the issues at stake 
in relationship quality and equipping them with the resources they need to 
understand the quality of treatment customers expect, and reaffirming SFR’s 
values: Simplicity, boldness, Commitment and Sense of Service. a specific sup-
port programme is also offered to on-the-ground managers so that they can 
keep the SFR Touch going every day, with their teams, including: quality clubs, 
briefings on service attitudes, etc.  
Carrying forward from the SFR Touch programme, an accessibity secur-
ing plan was deployed in 2011 for our clients, on the mobile ‘front line’ 
(1<3010>st</3010> level of mobile Customer Service). This system has made 
it possible to secure accessibility for over 90% of operations, 9 days out of 10 
and to step our skills maintenance for customer account managers. 
To back up the programme, SFR conducts a monthly customer satisfaction 
survey:   SFR preftracker. The survey is used to measure how customer quality 
is seen by customers with other customers and to learn from this. moreover, in 
order to meet our aRCep compliance obligations, we publish specific Quality 
of Service (QoS) indicators every year for the public fixed telephony services 
we provide.
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Satisfaction rating resulting 
from the SFR personal customer 
survey/10 (gRi: pR5)
• Mobile phone subscribers
• ADSL (sales)
• ADSL (technical)

First call resolution rate (in %) 
(gRi: pR5)

• Mobile phone subscribers
• ADSL (sales)
• ADSL (technical)

personal customer Service calls 
lost (in %) 
(Ref gRi: pR5)

percentage of personal mobile 
phone complaints not handled  
within 5 working days (in %)

percentage of complaints 
handled within less than 
1 month

2009 
Results

7
7
7

70%
66%
81%

  4.40%

90%

2010 
Results

6.5
6.9
6.1

72%
65%
78%

18.8%

  6%

90%

For reminder purposes
2011 Goals

- To become the Number 1 operator.
-  To secure satisfaction ratings above 7.

-  To achieve a rate higher than 80% for each 
first-call resolution rate.

-  To achieve a lost call rate lower than 8%.
-  To initiate a chat-based customer service for 
fixed telephony.

-  To improve accessibility by increasing the 
number of customer service associates and 
stepping up their training. 

-  To maintain the percentage of complaints 
non-handled within 5 days below 10%.

-  To raise the percentage of complaints handled 
within one month to 90%

2011  
Results

6.6
6.8
6.1

78%
72%
85%

21%

18.9% 

89%

Comments

--

--

The first 3 months of year 2011 were 
significantly impacted by the increase 
of vaT on certain packages.  gradually 
thereafter, personal Customer Service 
quality returned to levels very close to 
their target.

Definition of a complaint: when a cus-
tomer feels he has not been given an 
adequate response from the Customer 
Service Department, he turns to the 
Consumer Service Department. It is the 
second claims level.

2012  
Goals

-  to become the 
number 1 operator 
in the customer 
Service contact 
point for 2 quarters.

-  to reach the 
following first-call 
resolution rates:   
77%   
80%   
80% 

-  to reach a lost call 
rate under 10%.

-  to reach a calls-
handled in less 
than 1 month rate 
of 90%.
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For businesses
SFR business team supplies business users with high-speed internet 
access, fixed/mobile convergence and cloud services that help them 
respond effectively to their competitiveness challenges. 

Customer satisfaction is a commitment supported by our continual improve-
ment policy, reflected in: 
•  Service quality and customer relationship goals and indicators adapted and 

applied to every part of the company 
•  Corresponding programmes of initiatives designed to deliver customer satis-

faction in every area of SFR business Team service  

The continual improvement policy is managed at the highest level of the com-
pany by the board of Directors, which sets its strategic guidelines and priori-
ties, guides its implementation and decides on the initiatives to be implement-
ed. The approach draws upon the results of satisfaction surveys carried out 
regularly. The full range of quality issues is examined and discussed at monthly 
board meetings. The Customer experience Director is a member of the board 
of Directors and has the responsibility and authority to ensure implementa-
tion of the Quality management System, continually improve its efficiency and 
increase the importance of customer focus within the company. 

all SFR business Team processes and commitments are audited every three 
years. as part of supporting its commitment to quality, SFR business Team is 
audited every year for ISo 9001 and Qualicert service certification every audit 

is followed by a report, which serves as the basis for action plans. These im-
provement plans are monitored by means of process reviews and subsequent 
audits. all the data collected by these audits is analysed in order to identify any 
improvement initiatives required. 

In 2011, the SFR business Team expanded its scope of action: 
•  turning the company’s sustainable development policy in to concrete product 

design principles, 
•  launching a differentiation programme in order to offer the ‘best of the digital 

world… and developing customer service’, 
•  revising all Quality Commitments to extend them to the network and the 

environment,
•  committing to a safety action programme including the initialisation of the 

ISo 27001 Certification process on information security and the process to 
secure the ‘health Data host’ label

The general 2012 Quality goals for the SFR business Team are: 
•  extending the services certification commitments including regular commu-

nication with customers 
•  simplifying and making the end-to-end customer experience smoother, taking 

a multi-channel perspective,
•  communicating the proof of our commitment proactively to our customers in 

terms of environmental quality and sustainable development,
•  extending the scope of action of SFR Business Team’s Management Commit-

tee to include the sustainable development challenges specific to it. 
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continuing ouR policY oF Dialogue 
witH conSumeR oRganiSationS 

This policy of dialogue is based on three key essentials:  
•  lending an ear in order to improve our understanding of consumer expectations 
• respecting the opinions expressed by consumer organisations 
• explaining our services, restrictions and decisions transparently.
It is on this basis that we have been able to build trust-based relationships with 
consumer organisations over many years. In 2011, SFR met on several occa-
sions with the national representatives of consumer organisations. 

an annual meeting with the SFR executive management team 
SFR reviewed the achievements of 2010 and set out the challenges for 2011. 
This included issues such as the market and innovation, network investments, 
quality, customer satisfaction and the social and environmental responsibil-
ity of the company. The meeting also provided the opportunity for consumer 

organisation representatives to express their points of view and ask questions 
freely.  

three roundtable working sessions were held during the year on 
timely issues.
These regular meetings bring together company experts and enable them to 
engage in ongoing and constructive dialogue with the organisations. In addi-
tion to listening to their requests and responses, these meetings also provide 
SFR with the opportunity to update them on how their expectations are being 
addressed.  
examples of such feedback from SFR to consumer organisations include: 
-  the new ‘Formules Carrées’ packs (offers with or without commitment, with or 
without mobile, which reward consumer loyalty, etc.),

- the quality approach taken by SFR,
-  the latest technological innovations presented at the SFR player event (multi-
screen, contact-free payment, cloud computing…). 

Satisfaction ratings scored 
by the SFR business team’s 
Services/10 (gRi: pR5)

Service call-loss rate 
SFR business team fixed 
and mobile calls (in %)

percentage of claims 
not handled (in %)

Handling times:  
in less than 10 days with the 
announcement of a new time 
estimate

2009 
Results 

7.4

4.40%

7.9%
(mobiles 

only, within 
10 days)

2010 
Results

7.3

4.80%

25%
(within 15 

days for 
fixed teleph-
ony – within 
10 days for 

mobile)

For reminder purposes
2011 goals

-  To achieve a rating higher 
than 7.5 

-  To keep the lost-call rate 
under 7% 

-  To harmonise the handling 
time for fixed and mobile 
claims at 10 days

-  To reach a non-handled 
claims rate under 20%

2011 
Results

7.5

7%

23%

Comments

The strategic survey looks at both the image and satisfac-
tion level of SFR business Team customers regarding 
the service provided to them.  The level of satisfaction is 
measured at the key points in the customer experience, 
in Telecoms, Cloud, machine-to-machine, and in all market 
segments 
 
The rate increase is to be ascribed to the upskilling ac-
complished by two service-providers over the course of 
the year, in order to guarantee service continuity for our 
customers.

as at end-2011, SFR was close to its target and managed 
to bridge the gap compared to 2010.
The decrease from 15 to 10 days over the course of the 
year explains the gap with respect to the target.

2012 
Goals

-  to achieve a rat-
ing higher than 
7.5.

-  to keep the lost-
call rate under 7%

-  to reach a non-
handled claims 
rate under 20% 
within 10 days 
with a new time 
estimate an-
nounced.
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meetings with local branches and their members 
local meetings are also arranged from time to time when requested by con-
sumer organisations or at the initiative of SFR. 

Dedicated information resources are also made available to organisations:  
a toll-free line for use by consumer organisations, a newsletter and special 
consumer pages on the sfr.com website designed to enable organisations to 
access useful information easily. 
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/associations-de-consommateurs

also of note in 2011 was SFR’s presence at all consensus-building meetings 
with consumer associations at the Conseil national de la Consommation 
(CnC). These discussions resulted in the adoption of three opinions on the 
electronic communications sector, regarding how to make the mobile data pric-
ing policy easier to understand and, in particular, on the conditions for using 
the terms ‘unlimited’ and ‘24/24’: 
-  an opinion on how to make mobile Internet services easier to understand for 
the consumer,

-  an opinion on the conditions for using the terms ‘unlimited’ and ‘24/24’, when 
describing mobile services, 

-  an opinion on consolidating CnC opinions in the electronic communications 
sector,

- a report on the clarity of offers in the mobile Internet sector.

at the level of the profession, dialogue is also structured within Fédération 
Française des Télécoms. a few examples of work carried out in 2011: 
-  commitments in favour of consumers: discussions in order to reach an agree-
ment on reviewing the grounds for contract termination requests and con-
tinuing efforts on information transparency in presenting offers, 

-  continuing the anti-spamming effort, with very encouraging  results achieved 
in the 33700 system, a nationwide ‘anti-SmS scamming’ plan 

-  greater transparency for high value-added services, with the implementation 
of a price information server, as well as an overhaul of professional ethics 
recommendations and a specially-developed guide on best practices, 

-  continuing improvement in processing times following unrequested line 
changes (Internet access wrongly cut off) as part of the rapid service return 
procedure, at no cost and with compensation. 

number of exchange 
and information 
sessions with 
organisations  
(gRi: S01)

number of consumer 
organisations met

2009 
Results

15

--

2010 
Results

12

15

For reminder purposes
2011 Goals 

-  To continue developing our 
dialogue and consensus-
building efforts with con-
sumer organisations.

--

Results 
2011

17

13

Comments

SFR met with national-level representatives of accredited 
consumer organisations. 
It took part in the consensus-building efforts at  
Conseil national de la Consommation and the consensus-
building meetings organised by Fédération Française des 
Télécoms.

associations met: aFoC, aFuTT, allDC, ClCv, CnaFal, 
CnaFC, CSF, Familles de France, Familles Rurales, InDeCoSa 
CgT, oRgeCo, uFC Que Choisir, unaF.

2012 
Goals

-  continuing our policy of 
dialogue and consensus-
building with consumer 
organisations.
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impRoving tRanSpaRencY 
in conSumeR inFoRmation 

Formules carrées
In 2010, SFR put together a total of 35 price packages, meaning 35 different flat 
rates in its Illimythics line. Today, with the Formules Carrées, SFR has moved 
to only 8 sales offers.
The overhaul, which was the result of extensive efforts was tested with both 
customers and the customer service managers, as well as with sales outlet 
staff, so that it would be as closely-tailored as possible to what customers 
need today.
The Formules Carrées are concrete proof of SFR’s desire to make simplicity and 
transparency part of the customer relationship and its sales policy. across the 
product range, SFR offers its customers offers ‘with or without commitment’ as 
well as ‘with or without mobile’.

consumer ‘multi-alerts’
as part of its commitment to transparency, SFR is working to improve the re-
sources it offers consumers to help them keep better control over their phone 
bill.
To meet this need, SFR has developed a free multi-alert service that keeps cus-
tomers up-to-date with their international Internet usage in real time. In 2011, 
the service was implemented automatically for all subscribing customers. To 
avoid excess charges incurred by using Internet access in other countries, SFR 
goes further than the €60 cap required under european regulation.
For more information: http://www.sfr.fr/telephonie-mobile/services-options/
international/depuis-etranger/abonnes/maitrise-conso

Free consumer check-up
Since 2003, SFR has been working with its customers to help them keep their 
bills under control and create pricing transparency. This was an optional ser-

vice which customers initially paid to receive, but which has now become free 
of charge, such that all customers can view their consumption directly, at their 
own online account space.
In addition, upon request, they can receive real-time information, from the cus-
tomer relations teams working in the stores or from the phone centres, about 
their consumption, in the form of e-mails, such that they can read the content 
more closely. 
SFR is also looking at how to take this further, by offering a pricing advisory 
service, based on actual consumer activity reviews, in order to identify the 
solutions best-suited to its clients’ needs. 

managing complaints
Customers wishing to file a complaint follow a 3-tier complaints process: Cus-
tomer Service, followed by the Consumer Service Department, and finally the 
médiateur des Communications Électroniques ombudsman service. SFR makes 
this procedure clear to its customers in its contracts (general subscription 
conditions), on its sfr.fr website and on every monthly bill.
It should be reiterated that, in accordance with current regulations, if Customer 
Service fails to respond to a customer complaint within one month, the sub-
scriber may appeal directly to the Consumer Service Department.

contract termination
In 2009, SFR gave its commitment to simplifying the lives of its customers by 
enhancing its mobile contract cancellation procedure by making it possible for 
all customers to cancel their subscriptions simply by calling Customer Service.  
a caller identification procedure is applied, and customers receive written con-
firmation of cancellation by post.  all of these advances in customer service 
owe a great deal to consultation and discussion with consumer organisations.
moreover, in 2011, SFR instituted a fee computation tool in the event of mobile 
subscription resiliation, so as to enable greater transparency in this area.

number of court rulings in which SFR was found 
guilty of misleading advertising (in %) (gRi: pR7)

2009 
Results

0

2010 
Results

0

For reminder purposes: 
2011 goals

-  To maintain a high level of vigilance 
with respect to advertising.

2011 
Results 

0

Comments

--

2012 
Goals

-  To maintain a high level of vigilance 
with respect to advertising.
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impRoving cuStomeR 
pRotection
FigHting mobile Spamming

SFR continues to take action against spamming by SmS, through:
•  a special operational task force dedicated to parsing and analysing spam 

reports received by the Fédération Française des Télécom 33700 system, 
•  a committee that decides monthly on penalties applicable to publishers of 

toll numbers used in SmS spam (reminder of law, official warning by certi-
fied letter, toll number cut off and, where the worst offenders are concerned, 
contract termination),

•  a quarterly steering committee.
SFR also maintains an active presence in the Fédération Française des Télé-
coms 33700 working group set up to combat SmS text and voice spam. 

SFR also fights e-mail spamming and phishing as an active member of the 
Signal-Spam association of public and private players involved in combating 
unsolicited e-mail.

pRotecting Young people moRe eFFectivelY

Dedicated to protecting youth, SFR commits each year to further action to 
support parents and help them understand digital practices and protect young 
people as they use connected equipment.

SFR goes beyond regulatory requirements in terms of parental controls by pro-
viding parents with two levels of protection for their young children: 
-  the Contrôle parental (parental Control) system designed essentially for teen-

agers,
-  and Contrôle parental Renforcé (parental Control plus), which is more com-

monly used for small children.
SFR is the first operator to have turned away from full Internet black-out, but 
rather a filtering solution, so that the youngest users can continue to enjoy the 

Internet, all the while benefiting from an optimal level of security.
In 2011, SFR became the first French operator to launch a mobile parental 
control system, which filters all Internet content, and offers a specific portal so 
that the youngest users can still surf. 
For more information: http://securite.sfr.fr/controle_parental

For fixed services (aDSl broadband/cable): parental control is a piece of software 
to be installed on a computer (versions compatible with both windows and mac).  
The service offers a child mode (based on a ‘white list’ that allows access only 
to gateway sites specifically designed for children) and a teenage mode (based 
on a ‘black list’ that allows access to all content except that specifically barred, 
e.g. pornography, incitement to racial hatred, pro-drug, spurs to suicide, etc.) 
upgrades are planned in 2012, in order to provide both parents and younger 
users with additional conveniences, for instance through the overhaul of the 
Junior portal, the graphic identity of which will be changed and the content 
optimised.
In 2012, SFR will also launch a solution that makes it possible for parents to 
determine when and for how long their children can go online. with a very 
simple interface, the service makes it possible to manage all euqipment in the 
household connected either to the neufbox through wi-Fi or wire conection, by 
setting Internet access hours specific to each piece of equipment. This service 
comes in addition to parental Control, which is used to limit content. 
For more information: http://securite.sfr.fr/contrôle_parental_gratuit.html

To take its commitment even further, SFR provides financial and informa-
tion-based support for organisations and events that encourage the pro-
tection of young people.  SFR also relays events and initiatives such as the 
‘119 allô enfance en danger’ helpline for abused children and those sup-
ported by the aFa (the French association of Internet access and Service 
providers). half of all the profit made from the SFR mobile phone recycling 
scheme is donated to la voix De l'enfant, a longstanding SFR partner, which 
takes action to help abused children. In 11 years’ time, the partnership has 
made it possible to fund the opening of 46 new medical-legal walk-in cen-
tres. SFR also partners media Smart, an education programme about adver-
tising and the media, for children 8 to 11, their teachers and their parents.  
For more information: www.pubmalin.fr
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informing parents 
about parental 
control systems

new developments 
in parental control 
solutions

2009  
Results 

6,500,000  
brochures 
circulated 
in order to 

inform about 
parental 
control.

--

2010  
Results

6,900,000 
brochures 
circulated 
to inform 

about parental 
control.

--

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  Continuing with the 
parent information 
policy. 

--

2011 
Results

-  new brochure about pa-
rental control (mobile and 
fax) published and now 
available at sfr.fr 

-  sfr.fr/parental control and 
sfr.sécurité site updated 

-  new generation of paren-
tal control filtering all 
mobile internet initiated

-  Junior portal specific to 
mobile needs and require-
ments created

Comments

The previous indicator referred 
to the number of information 
brochures on parental con-
trol disseminated. It has been 
modified, as the circulation of 
electronic formats has largely 
taken over from the circula-
tion of paper documents in the 
same format 

new indicator in place since 
2011, to integrate parental 
control into new uses.

2012  
Goals

-  to continue with the parental 
information policy 

goals pertaining to mobile clients 
-  to upgrade parental control 
(gradual wi-Fi firewall).

-  to enhance the portal aimed at 
junior users.

goals pertaining to neufbox clients 
-  to launch access control: a free 
service by which parents will be 
able to centrally manage internet 
access from all equipment con-
nected to the household’s neufbox 
(wi-Fi or wire)  

-  to improve the junior parental 
control solution, in particular by 
overhauling the dedicated portal 
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pRotecting tHe conFiDentialitY  
oF cuStomeR Data 

The way our society is developing has shifted attack potential to the world of 
information technology. The risk of intrusion (in the form of industrial espio-
nage, unfair competition, spying and piracy) exists at governmental level and 
personal level, but the most closely-targeted prey is currently the business 
community. every company must therefore lock its IT and telephone systems 
to protect its data.

SFR’s role in ensuring mobile and electronic  
communications security 
SFR takes action from early in the communication chain by securing its voice 
and Data networks and services platforms (mmS, SmS, e-mail, etc.), by protect-
ing the communications and content transiting its infrastructures, by ensuring 
traceability in accordance with its legal obligations and by blocking the SIm 
cards of phones reported as stolen. SFR also offers its business users a range 
of additional services, such as e-mail encryption, anti-spam filters and remote 
content deletion. 

In the context of its security policy, SFR anticipates the arrival of new technolo-
gies and their associated applications, e.g. mobile payment services, e-ticketing 
and secure hosting of mobile phone embedded applications.

Internally, SFR offers 5 different employee education resources to raise aware-
ness of these issues and ensure that current legislation is applied:
- employment contracts,
- company regulations,
- the company Code of ethics and Commitments signed by the Chairman, 
- the Charter on Information Security signed by the Chairman,
-  a special department dedicated to warning and advising teams on data pro-
tection issues.

In 2012, it confirmed its approach in the Company plan, which establishes the 
security and confidentiality of customer data, as a fundamental common to 
all employees.
In addition, 100% of the employees are invited to follow the e-learning module, 
‘Information Security’  new employees are convened to the training sessions 
as part of standard procedure.

access traceability and data use
SFR has also introduced system tools to analyse and trace access to our cus-
tomers’ sensitive data. wherever we detect a potential issue, we investigate. 
wherever fraud is proven, we take action that may extend as far as dismissal.
by end-2010, full traceability was available in the office Systems and mobile 
Customer Service environments.  It was extended to Fixed Customer Services 
in 2011.  This project will come to a close in 2012, with the coverage of the 
SFR business Team scope.  
The Information Security and Fraud Department coordinates an annual sched-
ule of internal and external audits as the basis for improving its processes.  
These audits are conducted to:
- Check the Security and Fraud risk management processes already in place 
- evaluate the effectiveness of the security systems deployed
These audits cover not only SFR internal business lines, but also the relevant 
business lines and management processes of our partners. 30 Security audits 
were conducted in 2011, covering IS, networks and products.. any action plans 
introduced as a result of audit findings are monitored by the business lines 
concerned.
SFR makes security recommendations to its customers in the ‘protection de 
vos données’ (protect your data) pages of its sfr.fr website.
In some cases where abnormal traffic levels are detected, SFR informs the 
customer concerned that they are the victim of piracy, and recommends ap-
propriate corrective and preventive measures. For this purpose, a specialist 
unit provides permanent threat monitoring and implements the associated 
corrective plans.

In addition to its general policy guidelines on Information Security, SFR business 
Team has set out an approach applying to its corporate clients and structured 
along three lines:  
-  a marketing line upstream, which makes it possible, from the design stage, 
to define and, thereafter, incorporate the safety criteria from the customer’s 
perspective into our offers, 

-  an organisation line, around general governance, which applies the safety 
criteria concretely, to each of the offers when they are designed,   

-  an operational line, the aim of which is to ensure that the safety commit-
ments are upheld, by enabling us to manage safety. 

In order to keep our security response and external risks closely in line with 
one another, the SFR business Team draws upon a Safety management System, 
ongoing watch, an audit programme aimed both at software and hardware ob-
jectives, and operational task forces dedicated to safety management, at both 
the deployment and support levels.
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guaRanteeing etHicS  
in buSineSS 
The image of SFR in the minds of the public in general, and amongst our cus-
tomers, partners and employees in particular, depends largely on the way we 
behave, what we do and the attitude of everyone across SFR.  by behaving in 
ways that reflect and deliver the commitments made by the SFR group, every-
one in the business makes an individual contribution to shaping the social re-
sponsibility of our business.  Integrity is what inspires us to respect our values 
and conduct our business responsibly, transparently and ethically in ways that 
perpetuate our growth.

The SFR group has adopted a set of principles that govern its behaviour and 
actions; principles founded cumulatively in complying with legislation, regula-
tions and the commitments specific to SFR. These principles are summarised 
and formalised in our Code of ethics and Commitments.
This Code attests to our stated commitment to ensure uncompromising com-
pliance with legislation and regulation, and more specifically, with:

• anti-competitive practices,
• corruption and fraud,
• the rules inherent to intellectual property,
• the use of sub-contractors,
backed up by a commitment to hold to our own SFR principles, which exceed 
our legal obligations.
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/sites/default/files/code_ethique_
engagements_sfr_20091.pdf

a series of practical initiatives are in place to ensure that this Code is ap-
plied. They include a consulting and counselling service and training for all 
new employees joining the group. In order to step up those measures already in 
place, recurrent training sessions are held to maintain employee awareness of 
the issues in competition, business ethics and improper sub-contract working. 
For instance, improper sub-contract working is addressed through a training 
session entitled, “what is good behaviour in supplier relations?” in which 60 
directly-affected employees were able to take part in 2011. 
Such training sessions also offer a response to those employees who may po-
tentially find themselves in ethically-ambiguous situations.  SFR ensures that 
all key managers within the group receive training specific to the application 

employees 
educated about 
cnil guidelines 

2009  
Results

--

2010  
Results

2,000

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals 

-  To initiate pilot train-
ing sessions dedicatd 
to technical IT teams: 
planned to reach 200 
employees. 

2011 
Results 

awareness raising and safet train-
ing for technical teams:

-  200 network employees received 
awareness raising.

-  50 network employees received 
training.

-  an awareness-raising and 
training system was set up  
for it employees.

Comments

2011 target reached.

The gap between the 2010 
and 2011 results is due 
to the fact that, in 2010, 
the e-learning module was 
aimed at a very broad 
population while the aim 
now is to tighten it to spe-
cific target populations.

2012 
Goals

-  to provide awareness-raising to 200 iS 
employees and train 50 iS employees. 

-  to establish and deploy a “Sensitive Data” 
Directive: minimal safety and confidential-
ity rules applicable to our customers’ data.

-  to set up a general physical system for at-
tracting attention to and raising awareness 
about confidentiality protection. 

-  to set up an intranet site dedicated to 
information security, with access from the 
Home page itself 
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of this Code and requires every manager to take personal responsibility for 
ensuring that his or her team is fully aware of these issues.  In addition, they 
are expected to set an example at all times, promote the principles and com-
mitments contained in the Code, and ensure that these principles are applied 
and respected by their teams. a section of the group intranet is also devoted to 
these issues, and team seminars are held to discuss and consider them.

pReventing anti-competitive pRacticeS

anti-competitive practices are the focus of special attention within the SFR 
group. In operational terms, our commitment can be summarised as follows:
-  To ensure mutual respect of the principles of loyalty in all our relationships 

with industrial and business partners
- To respect the following and ensure that our employees do the same:
  •  the rules relating to competition by ensuring the adoption of behaviour and 

actions that involve no anti-competitive practice whatsoever;
  •  the rules relating to subcontract working, and particularly those that pro-

hibit:
     - improper subcontract working,
     - the use of illegal labour;
  •  the rules inherent to intellectual property as a result of ensuring compli-

ance with industrial, intellectual and artistic property rights by prohibiting 
the unauthorised distribution of works, documents, software and any other 
materials protected by artistic, intellectual or industrial property rights.

pReventing inSiDeR tRaDing anD  
paSSive anD active coRRuption 

as part of its prevention policy, SFR is committed to preventing insider dealing 
and the inappropriate use of confidential or privileged information by making 
all its employees aware of these issues and by training the SFR group manag-
ers in the formal prohibition of using privileged or confidential information of 
which they become aware in order to conduct or enable, whether directly or 
through intermediaries, any transaction forbidden by law in a regulated market 
or to act in such a way for their personal gain, that of a third party or, more 
generally, for speculative purposes. This prohibition applies particularly to any 
share purchase or sale transaction relating to the exercise of share options 
allocated to employees, which are subject to precise conditions set by SFR. 
Details of these conditions are available from the legal department.

SFR is also committed to respecting the following and ensuring that its em-
ployees do the same:
- all legislation prohibiting active and passive corruption,
- all legislation relating to the funding of political activities, 
  •  forbidding the acceptance of any reward or benefit regardless of nature, or 

the acceptance of any gift (other than those of purely symbolic value) from 
any third party involved in a business relationship with SFR. The same prin-
ciple applies to rewards, benefits or gifts made by an employee to any third 
party involved in a business relationship with the SFR group,

  •  ensuring that our partners give their commitment to complying with such 
legislation in respect of their relationship with the SFR group.
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In 2011, SFR stepped up its responsible purchasing policy. 
Following the first assessments carried out in 2010, the efforts made in 2011 focused in 
particular on instituting remedial action plans for suppliers scoring above-average rat-
ings. In order to carry the dynamic further, some fifty suppliers were subject to assess-
ment in 2011.  all of the assessments carried out in 2010 and 2011 were incorporated 
into our supplier monitoring tool, in order to give us an all-encompassing view. now, CSR 
is an integral part of the other pillars: finance, sales, technology, quality and delivery. 
In order to improve upon the first assessment results, two CSR audits were carried out 
on-site by an external service provider.
In order to ensure better communication, a “sustainable development guide” has been 
drawn up and published online, on the purchasing Intranet.  The document reiterates all 
of the best practices in CSR and reviews in particular the following topics: CSR criteria 

in the calls for tender, standard sustainable development clauses, methods using for 
assessing our suppliers, reviews of labels and reference manuals, how to work with 
companies in the appropriate sector, etc. The guide improves our communication in the 
everyday. 
In addition, the purchasing Department regularly tracks the group’s level of dependency 
on its suppliers. where the dependency rate is too high, discussions are initiated with the 
supplier, in order to find solutions, so as to return to an acceptable situation.  
lastly, SFR is continuing its efforts on its solidarity-building approach and has signifi-
cantly developed its activities geared at the adapted/protected sector (orders up by 64% 
compared to 2010).
all of our purchasers are trained in responsible purchasing. This training is part of the 
training catalogue offered to all SFR employees. 

number of suppliers 
assessed on cSR

percentage in value terms  
(% of our purchasing turnover) 
provided by suppliers assessed 

Supplier assessment  
response rate 

2009  
Results

47

>39%

93%

2010  
Results

47

80%

99%

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  To identify action plans and imple-
ment appropriate quality  monitoring 
The suppliers assessed must score 
at least 5 out of 10. 

- Remain at 80%.

-  Maintain a return rate exceeding 
90%.

2011 
Results

50

85%

99%

Comments

This year, special attention was paid to 
drawing up progress plans on suppliers 
scoring under 5, in 2010.

2010/2011 combined total: 
85% of our purchasing turnover.

Since 2010, out of 150 assessments 
carried out, we received 149 responses.

2012 
Goals

--

- maintain at 80%.

-  maintain a return 
rate exceeding 90%.

SuppoRting anD aSSeSSing SupplieRS on tHeiR cSR peRFoRmance

pRomoting ReSponSible puRcHaSing

total turnover earned  
with the protected sector 

2009  
Results

€1,275,441

2010  
Results

€1,745,238

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

- Increase by 50%.

2011 
Results

€2,796,228

Comments

goal reached

2012 
Goals

-  Reach €3,000,000.

SuppoRting tHe pRotecteD empoYemnt SectoR anD emploYment integRation  
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SuppoRting ReSeaRcH
SFR contributes to financing research in the field of radiofrequencies and health, through the new 
mechanism instituted by the public authorities in 2011. The agence nationale de Sécurité Sanitaire 
(anSeS), the French Food, environment, health and occupational Safety agency, which has taken 
over the responsibilities of the health and Radiofrequencies Foundation, is responsible for evaluat-
ing risks and developing scientific and technical research programmes in this field.

Support for 
research on 
the possible 
effects of 
radiofrequen-
cies on health

2009  
Results 

Support to Fon-
dation Santé & 
Radiofréquences: 
€730,000 over 
a 5-year period 
(2004 to 2009).

2010  
Results

2010 marked the end of the five-
year period of funding for the 
Fondation Santé et Radiofréquences, 
and the introduction of new funding 
mechanisms to be implemented by 
the relevant public authorities.  The 
anses has now taken over all the 
missions of the Foundation. 

Funding of a thesis on dosimetry.

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To support research and 
the dissemination of 
knowledge through new 
mechanisms yet to be in-
troduced by the relevant 
public authorities. 

2011 
Results

contribution 
to financing 
research in line 
iwth the new 
mechanism es-
tablished by the 
government in 
late 2011.

participation in 
anSeS’ dialogue 
body 

Comments

anses receives a subsidy amounting 
to €2 m/yr from the mobile telephony 
operators in order to fund research on 
radiofrequencies.

In 2011, anses already launched a 
call for tenders and selected several 
research topics.

2012 
Goals

-  to continue 
with support for 
research and 
knowledge dis-
semination

-  to continue 
financing a thesis 
in dosimetry.

SuppoRting ReSeaRcH on tHe topic ‘RaDioFRequenceS anD HealtH’
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on issues related to the erection of mobile phone masts, SFR adopts an approach 
based on detailed information and consultation with stakeholders, under the ‘guide 
des relations entre communes et opérateurs’ (guide to relationships between local 
communities and operators) developed and signed by the French mayors association 
(amF) and the French mobile operators association (aFom).  The regional technical 
teams of SFR remain involved at all times, conducting extensive electromagnetic 
field measurement campaigns and holding many public information meetings.
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/mobile-et-radiofrequence/ 
antennes-relais/installation-dune-antenne-relais

continuing tHe pRoceSS 
oF meaSuRing electRomagnetic FielDS

The agence nationale des Fréquences (French national Radio Frequency assignment 
agency) website at www.cartoradio.fr lists the results of more than 10,000 measure-
ments made to date all over France, as well as the location of every radio frequency 
transmitter, including radio, television, mobile telephony and private networks. 
For more information: www.cartoradio.fr

number of  
electromagnetic 
field measurements 
made by SFR

2009 
Results 

948

2010  
Results

586

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  While awaiting the introduction of new 
mechanisms by the relevant public authorities 
in 2011, SFR continues to directly handle the 
requests for measurements addressed to it.

2011 
Results

507

Comments

version 3 of the anFR in-situ measurement 
protocol on the level of exposure in the general 
public to the electromagnetic fields emitted 
by fixed emitting stations was published in an 
order dated 26 august 2011.
The new mechanism for financing measures 
was instituted by the State in 2011. Its actual 
implementation, which will also be steered by 
the State, is expected for 2012.

2012 
Goals

-  to refer the 
requests for 
measurements to 
the new process 
implemented by 
the State and 
monitoring to 
ensure it is duly 
addressed.

SuppoRting tHe DeploYment  
oF mobile pHone maStS
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continuing inFoRmation eFFoRtS RegaRDing  
tHe DeploYmnet oF mobile pHone maStS 

over the next several years, SFR will go even further, supporting the deploy-
ment of its new mobile phone masts through an information programme dedi-
cated to the local resident communities.  

number of 
information 
sessions about 
health

number of 
health-related 
mails pro-
cessed by SFR

2009  
Results

287

418

2010  
Results 

316

382

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  While awaiting the 
introduction of new in-
formation and consulta-
tion mechanisms by the 
relevant public authori-
ties in 2011, SFR contin-
ues to comply with the 
commitments set out in 
the ‘Guide des Relations 
entre Opérateurs et 
Communes' signed with 
the AMF. 

2011 
Results

372

128

Comments

The grenelle des ondes project on information and consensus-
building is continuing. pending its conclusions, SFR continues to ad-
dress the requests expressed by local residents, municipalities, fund 
providers, Committees for health, Safety and working Conditions, etc. 
by organising information sessions that take place in increasingly 
restricted formats.

SFR responds by post to the requests it receives by electronic or 
postal mail, specifically dealing with the topic ‘mobile and health’, 
whether mobile phone masts or mobile terminals.
The number of letters addressed to SFR on the topic is noticeably on 
the decline.

2012 
Goals

-  while awaiting the intro-
duction of new information 
and consultation mecha-
nisms by the relevant 
public authorities in 2011, 
SFR continues to comply 
with the commitments 
set out in the ‘guide des 
Relations entre opérateurs 
et communes' signed with 
the amF.

impRoving cuStomeR 
inFoRmation witH a 
paRticulaR FocuS on 
mobile pHoneS anD HealtH
Consistent with the principles of vigilance and transparency, SFR is continuing 
its information initiatives toward its customers and is doing so all the more that 
the Centre International de Recherche sur le Cancer (CIRC), working under the 
aegis of the world health organisation (who), issued an opinion in may 2011, 
classifying electromagnetic radiofrequency fields as “possibly carcinogenic to 
man”, in particular those resulting from the use of mobile telephones. 

Consequently, it has updated the site and the profession’s leaflet " mon mobile 
et ma santé" (version 5 in november 2011), disseminated in SIm card kits, in 
espace SFR sales outlets and on the Internet.   more generally speaking, SFR 
passes on precautionary advice on how to reduce exposure to radio frequen-
cies through the use of earpiece kits (supplied free of charge in all SFR packs) 
and displays maximum exposure level values for all the mobile phones it mar-
kets, on the shelves of its distribution networks, on its web sites, and in its 
advertisements.
For more information: www.mobile-et-radiofrequences.com
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RaiSing tHe pRoFile oF HealtH inFoRmation FoR ouR cuStomeRS 

impRoving tHe awaReneSS inFoRmation we pRoviDe 
to ouR SaleS FoRceS anD emploYeeS 

In addition to the normal range of employee training initiatives, SFR introduced a 
Radio Frequencies and health Quiz in 2010 to help SFR retail network sales staff 
to answer customer questions and meet customer expectations more effectively.

number of FFt/aFom  
“mon mobile et ma 
santé” leaflets circu-
lated (in millions)

number of earpiece 
kits distributed by 
SFR in SFR packs 
and phone-only 
(in millions) 

2009 
Results

12.5 m

6.4 m

2010 
Results 

8.4 m

6.6 m

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  To continue to distribute 
the “Mon mobile et ma 
santé” leaflet in all SIM 
card kits as standard con-
tent To continue providing 
earpiece kits in all SFR 
packs.

2011 
Results 

6.8 m

6.3 m

Comments

100% of SIm card kits include the leaflet.  
In 2011, a health message was incorporated into the au-
gust customer bill, as had been done in 2010.

100% of SFR packs include an earpiece kit. SFR also works 
to promote the use of the earpiece as a means of lowering 
exposure thanks to a pictogramme specially dedicated 
to the recommendation, taken up in most of the sales 
brochures.

2012 
Goals

-  to continue to distribute the 
“mon mobile et ma santé” 
leaflet in all Sim card kits as 
standard content. 

-  to continue providing earpiece 
kits in all SFR packs.

 number of employ-
ees receiving health 
policy training

number of sales staff 
completing the Radio 
Frequencies and 
Health quiz

2009 
Results

291

--

2010 
Results

214

3,865

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  To continue the process of 
training our sales forces 
and other employees, 
with the emphasis on this 
dedicated Quiz. 

2011 
Results 

181

1,436

Comments

--

--

2012 
Goals

-  to continue the process of 
training our sales forces and 
other employees, with the em-
phasis on this dedicated quiz.
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ouR cHallengeS anD commitmentS 
FoR a moRe uniteD woRlD

as digital technologies are in the process of changing all of our lives, SFR has made it a goal to turn this into an opportunity  
for its employees, for the integration of young people, and more broadly speaking, to improve equal opportunity in society. 

DiveRSitY anD well-being in tHe woRKplace

SFR has made equal opportunity and non-discrimination two centrepieces of its human Resources policy. Its commitment was commended 
by the Diversity label in end-2010 and continued in 2011 through all of its hR undertakings. 
Regarding equal treatment between men and women, SFR instituted, as part of the 2011 annual mandatory negotiations (nao), a budget 
that will be renewed in 2012.  on the same topic, after a first “Job equality” agreement signed in 2006, SFR is involved in negotiations with 
the trade unions in order to secure a new agreement stepping up the measures already in place. 
other drivers for equal opportunity: training and mobility. In 2011, 4.1% of the payroll was dedicated to training and the total mobility rate 
reached 14%, 10% of which went to inter-job mobility.
another highlight of this past year in hR was the creation, in coordination with the industrial partners, of a “telecommuting” pilot project, 
which made it possible for 150 volunteer employees to test out different telecommuting processes from June to December 2011. The experi-
mentation and assessment by the different stakeholders serve as a starting point for the negotiations currently underway in order to reach 
an agreement on the topic.  

FoSteRing tHe integRation oF Young people

Since 2009, SFR has been actively committed to work-study internships. That initiative continues today and, in 2011, made it possible to 
hire 557 students on work-study contracts in the company, or a total of 5.5% of the total workforce.  Similarly, SFR has also committed 
to diversifying its recruitment sources, by stepping up the recruitment of young work-study trainees from the university and working-class 
neighbourhoods.   
SFR also works upstream from its own organisation, setting up “educational programmes” in order to foster equal opportunity in university 
education.  one example is the passeport avenir programme, initiated in 2005 and formerly known as passeport Telecom.  each year, it sup-
ports hundreds of young people from underprivileged neighbourhoods into elite institutions or prestigious university curricula, in particular 
through mentoring for young people by company employees.  In 2011 SFR launched the programme ‘ma caméra chez les pros’, which helps 
lower secondary school students to set out a career course, by introducing them to companies and jobs hiring in their region.  
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taKing action FoR a moRe uniteD SocietY

In June 2011, Fondation SFR celebrated its 5th anniversary and was renewed for an additional 5 years.  each year, Fondation SFR supports 
many association projects sponsored by employees.  147 associations received support through the programme in 2011. 
The solidarity-building telephone programme developed in partnership with emmaüs Défi in 2009, designed to help people living in precarious 
situations, gained magnitude in 2011. The programme set up in paris includes a mobile telephony offer at a solidarity-building price, along 
with educational and social support. 1,300 beneficiaries received support in 2011. In 2012, the aim will be to reach 2,000 beneficiaries and 
to extend the programme to new municipalities.
Regarding the accessibility of offers and services for disabled customers, SFR has actively contributed to applying the Charter of Commit-
ments for mobile Telephony accessibility signed in 2005, under the aegis of the FFT (Fédération Française des Télécoms) to all electronic 
communications. 

8 cHallengeS FoR a "moRe uniteD" woRlD: 

•  Encouraging the personal and professional development of our employees 

•  Ensuring the health and safety of our people  

•  Fostering sustainable employment and promoting the integration of young people  

•  Promoting social dialogue and collective negotiation 

•  Promoting diversity and equal opportunity  

•  Bridging the digital divide 

•  Developing good citizenship 

•  Contributing to economic growth and jobs in the areas of where we operate 
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FoSteRing tHe peRSonal 
anD pRoFeSSional Devel-
opment oF ouR emploYeeS
In order to contribute fully to achieving the strategic goals of the company, 
the human Resources Division has implemented a proactive human resources 
policy built around three key priorities:
- attracting, integrating and retaining talented people, 
-  guaranteeing the employability of our people and supporting their develop-
ment,

-  encouraging good citizenship and enhancing the social responsibility of the 
company. 

FoSteRing tHe Development oF ouR people

career and skills management
In a fast-moving industry like ours, it is the responsibility of the company to 
foresee the consequences of change for its business sectors and to help its 
people to develop their skills accordingly.  It is against this background that a 
Career and Skills management agreement can give every person in the com-
pany the opportunity to envisage their own future, adapt their skills, move into 
growth areas of the business and thereby guarantee their own employability. 
This far-reaching, comprehensive and demanding agreement relies on a com-
mitment from all managers to forecast their skills requirements 18 months 
ahead so that all the necessary career development resources can be put in 
place.  It makes it possible to implement all of the company’s career develop-
ment programmes.

encouraging mobility 
SFR has set up a career management programme focused on skills, thereby 
facilitating inter-job mobility. The goal of the hRD function is to create con-
ditions that encourage the skills development required to provide maximum 
support for personal development and the success of the company. every em-
ployee can view vacancies online and apply online. Those wishing to plan their 
careers and consider their career development opportunities are able to view 
job definitions online, together with videos of certain job functions within the 
company. employees can also visit the ‘espaces métiers’ career pages to view 
information on mobility opportunities within SFR and trends in the jobs market. 
In 2011, the total mobility rate reached 14%, 10% of which came from inter-
jobs mobility.  The goal for 2012 is to maintain this rate at the same level, with 
greater visibility in employee development pathways and mobility.

training 
Taking into consideration SFR’s priority focus areas, 2011 was a very intense 
year when it came to developing employee skills and, consequently, training 
activities.
Cross-functional opportunities were defined, cutting across the business sec-
tors of the group, including business control, management, communication. 
The learning formats give priority to active trainee participation (practice-shar-
ing workshops, co-development and inter-session work).
The ‘job specific’ opportunities aimed to develop expertise by providing pro-
fessional training for employees and enhancing the contributions they make 
towards achieving the strategic and business challenges of the company. Some 
training courses – and especially those that take the form of ‘universités mé-
tiers’ provide tailored support over the long term. 
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In 2011, the Xpérience Client programme, already running for several years, 
was stepped up and deployed for all managers.  The programme is aimed at 
developing closeness with employees on the ground, so that they make the re-
alities of the sales and customer relations activites their own and so that they 
capitalise on field visits to better derive concrete action proposals. by year end, 
nearly 1,500 managers had taken part in the programme. 
In 2011, the Training Department had developed new inspection and remedial 
action processes to remedy any discrepancies in access to training between 
non-managers and managers, men and women, senior citizens and other popu-
lations.  Skills requirements were adjusted over the course of the year, between 
the operational hR teams and the managers on the teams, between whom ac-
cess levels were uneven.   The gaps were closed.
In addition to the training programmes deployed under the plan, training also 
more broadly responds to the needs of employees through DIF (droit individuel 
à la formation) or individual training entitlement modules DIF. an e-learning 
programme often rounds out the classroom training system with theory and 
core knowledge components upstream, or make it possible to validate certain 
lessons learned downstream. 

SFR launches its university, an experience accelerator.  
SFR has placed, within the university, all of its existing programmes to help its 
employees develop their skills in accordance with their requirements and in 
line with the challenges faced by the company.
université SFR serves 4 objectives: 
- to develop skills, promote professions and improve efficiency, 
- to support the Company’s development, 
- to create ties, interaction and dialogue,  
- to improve performance and customer preference.
all of this is done through the comprehensive set of training initiatives set 
up, through which skills are developed and employability improved, as well as 
through conferences that draw on external testimonials that reflect SFR’s busi-
ness issues. université SFR is also a community of internal instructors, Xpéri-
ence Client programmes, induction courses, exchange and inter-Department 
relations programmes, support plans, an internal social network, and ‘a Day in 
my Shoes’ inter-Department events. 

performance review and profes-
sional development interviews 
carried out in percentage (eaD) 
(gRi: la11)

number of mobility moves 

number of internal promotions

number of employees trained 

number of employees on training 
leave (training initiatives)

2009 
Results 

88%

  1,072

     218

  7,509

30,604

2010  
Results 

89%

    644

    388

  7,298

32,775

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To extend the skills-
based strategy  through-
out the Group by:

  •  applying it to job-spe-
cific training courses,

  •  creating 140 new mod-
ules in 2010, for 2011 
training initiatives.

Goals reached.

2011 
Results

89%

    844

    462

  8,079

37,320

Comments

-  These are interviews completed during 
the eaD 2011 campaign (December 
2010 and January 2011) and focus-
ing on year 2010, as conducted by 
employees.

--

--

-  781 more employees trained than in 
2010

- up by approximately 10% compared 
to 2010.

2012
Goals

-  to successfully ramp up université 
SFR, available to all employees:

   •  skills and career development,
   •  familiarity with the company 

plan and identification of each 
through own contribution,

   •  knowledge transfer (role played 
by mentors and internal trainers),

   •  ’themed communities’ set up and 
run in order to optimise skills 
sharing in-house. 

…/…
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number of training hours 

training access rate 

average number of training hours 
per employee (gRi: la10) 

percentage of payroll dedicated  
to training 

average duration of training action 
(in hours) 

2009 
Results

232,698 h

80%

31 h

4.33%

7.1 h

2010  
Results

249,996 h

78%

34 h

4.38%

8 h

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

 --

2011 
Results 

288 784 h

84.6%

36 h

4.1%

8 h

Comments

-  The volume of hours offered was up 
sharply (+10% approximately) due 
to many professionalisation periods 
deployed, training programmes such as 
technical diagnostic reviews on Customer 
Service or the ‘Xperience Client’ pro-
grammes for managers.

-  Rate up by 6.6 points due primarily to:  
   •  on-the-ground communication by the 

hR Teams,
   •  training during the collection phase in 

September-october 2010,
   •  strong support from HR for the manag-

ers during this same period. 

-  This support generated unprecedented 
mobilisation on the part of the managers 
to develop their employees skills through 
training. The same support, regularly pro-
vided thereafter by the managers, helped 
make it possible to lower employees’ 
absentee rate.

-

-  0.28% due to the increase in payroll.

-  average duration stable compared to 
2010.

2012  
Goals

-   to successfully ramp up univer-
sité SFR, available to all employ-
ees:

   •  skills and career development,
   •  familiarity with the company 

plan and identification of each 
through own contribution,

   •  knowledge transfer (role 
played by mentors and internal 
trainers),

   •  ’themed communities’ set up 
and run in order to optimise 
skills sharing in-house. 

…chart continued from previous page
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woRKing towaRDS a betteR  
woRK/liFe balance

In may 2011, discussions with the social partners led to the creation of a pilot 
programme on telecommuting, across a sample of 150 volunteer workers who, 
for 6 months, tested a variety of telecommuting possibilities. The experiment 
and the conclusions drawn from it,  with respect to both testing employees and 
their managers, feed into the negotiations underway with the trade unions in 
order to reach an agreement on telecommuting.
In July 2011, SFR signed an agreement on the institution of Time Savings ac-
counts (CeT), which offer employees the opportunity to invest 7 days maxi-
mum each year (5 days’ paid leave and 2 moveable RTT days) in a CeT ac-
count and to transfer 5 days from the CeT to their group pension Savings plan 

(peRCo) maintained at SFR and matched by the company. The days saved into 
the CeT can be used to compensate for unpaid leave days as provided for in 
the agreement (full-time parental educational leave, sabbatical leave or leave 
to set up or take over a business, etc.), in anticipation of retirement, or to build 
up pension savings on the SFR peRCo.   
after the supplementary health plan set up in 2010, a single prudential health 
insurance plan was opened up for all ueS SFR employees on 1 January 2011. 
In order to continually contribute to fostering better work/life balance, 100% of 
the requests to shift to part time have been accepted since 2010.
a ‘parental leave’ (in reference to the legally-instituted 11-day paternity leave) 
aimed at granting equal rights to all employees living with a person of the 
same gender, was incorporated into the negotiations in progress leading up to 
the adoption of the new gender equality in the workplace agreement.

number of employees who took paternity 
leave or reported the birth of a child 

number of employees taking parental 
educational leave /number of employees 
entitled to this type of leave (in %) 

2009  
Results 

352 employees

543 employees,  
or 25.03%

2010  
Results

269 employees,  
or 78%

753 employees,  
or 41%

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

--

2011 
Results

343 employees
or 84.90%

775 employees
or 38.21%

Comments

--

2012 
Goals

--
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FoSteRing emploYeeS’ well-being  
in tHe woRKplace

with an agreement on living Conditions in the workplace since 2003, address-
ing such key topics as stress prevention and moral harassment, SFR has long 
been a fore-runner in this area.  In the view of SFR, which has firmly set out on 
the sustainable development and good citizenship track, living conditions in 
the workplace go hand in hand with protecting the physical and mental heatlh 
of employees and fighting all forms of violence in the workplace.

the alert players and systems in place at SFR 
when an employee feels he or she has been victim of harassment or discrimi-
nation or is facing difficulties, the following responses are offered: 
-  all of the company’s  ‘natural internal players’, in particular the managers 
and hR, who were trained in 2010 and 2011 to be vigilant and attentive in 
detecting situations entailing psycho-social risk and to actively listen to what 
employees have to see, as well as to take action on any difficult situation in 
the workplace,

-  the alert and management procedure used in the event of alleged harass-
ment, completed within 2 months, 

-  the alert procedure in the event of alleged discrimination, 
-  an additional resource, thanks to which SFR employees can speak freely and 
anonymously, in the event of psychological strain. It is an external specialised 
telephone counselling service, available 24/7, mondays to Fridays. 

The procedures for filing reports and the confidential reporting processing pro-
cedure can be found on the Intranet.  They include every guarantee of impunity 
for the filing party and the witnesses called upon in analysing the situation 
reported.

psycho-Social Risks are incorporated into the Single Risk assessment Docu-
ment drawn up by SFR’s ueS (economic and Social unit). 
Subsequent to this, a range of diagnostic reviews were carried out: 
Since 2006, SFR regularly calls upon all employees, regardless of their sta-
tus, about how they feel their work is recognised and about their own sense 
of work, through a working environment survey, ‘la voix des Collaborateurs’, 

which addresses the topics of commitment, psychological climate, on-the-job 
satisfaction, perceived management mode, strategy and organisation.  Three 
consultation processes were carried out, in 2006, 2007 and end-2009, with 
return rates exceeding 72%, were used to analyse trends in workplace percep-
tions over time. 

a national-level audit on working conditions was also carried out, addressed 
to all employees, with:
-  a quantitative stage in 2010, with a questionnaire sent out. The response and 
participation rate (63%) attracted by the survey reflects both the interest 
and expectations which the vast majority of the staff hold, and provides an 
excellent indicator of staff involvement and attention to the workplace as a 
shared community,

-  a qualitative stage in 2011 will be dedicated to issues identified through the 
questionnaire responses, thanks to individual interviews, 

-  reporting sessions in the Steering Committee, with employee representatives 
from the Committees on health, Safety and working Conditions (ChSCT), the 
trade unions and executive management, and the shared acceptance of situa-
tions which, in some cases, are experienced as problems and the avenues for 
taking action to remedy them. 

Diagnosis of the issues shows a situation that is satisfactory overall, with: 
-  recognised strengths, such as pride in belonging to the organisation, the com-
pany’s soundness, love for the profession, the determination to give to others, 
the desire to commit and the benefits offered, 

-  warning signals were also found more markedly in certain areas, and call for 
specific attention. 

Draft cross-cutting action plans and avenues for operational action by the 
management team were presented to the Steering Committee (composed of 
representatives from the ChSCTs, trade unions and members of the executive 
management team). 
Their application at the local level and specific action in response to the issues 
have been communicated to the teams by each Department and are monitored 
by the relevant ChSCTs.
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enSuRing tHe HealtH anD 
SaFetY oF ouR emploYeeS

a pilot telecommuting programme was initiated at the national level on 15 
June 2011. The pilot programme was intended to encourage innovation in flex-
ible work organisation methods, anticipate trends in work organisation, and 
foster the work-life balance. In total, 150 employees took part in the experi-
ment at large-scale sites, engaging in varied jobs and activities across Ile-de-
France and the Regions. 

a pilot ‘relaxation’ room was set up by the Real estate Safety and general Facili-
ties Department (DISag) at the Rive Défense site in may 2011, at the request of 
the Rive Défense ChSCT.  The 32 m2 relaxation room was outfitted with special 
lighting (subdued atmosphere), aromatherapy, a fountain and soft music. The 
relaxation room, equipped with around 10 armchairs and hammocks, is open 
to employees every day, from 12 pm to 2:30 pm, the recommended usage time 
per person being 20 minutes, so that everyone can take advantage of it. The 

ChSCT’s involvement upstream from the project helped buttress its legitimacy.
For the paris Cambrai site, SFR wanted to design the buildings to meet employ-
ee requirements and foster communication between the teams. The result was 
a specially-selected interior decoration concept and a set of support areas:  
meeting rooms, training rooms, etc. 
The renovations included improvement work on the interior facilities and work-
ing environment in general (electricity, air conditioning, etc.). 
In order to improve accessibility to SFR sites and to all employees and visitors 
with visual, hearing or cognitive impairments, renovations were made in 2011, 
costing a total of €440,000.
as regards the fixed and mobile technical sites, a study is underway regarding 
the buildings’ ageing process and sub-contractor audits are being carried out 
on safety and health in the workplace. 
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number of employees trained  
in safety (gRi):  io3) 

occupational accident 
frequency rate (gRi: la7)

occupational accident  
severity rate (gRi: la7)

absentee rate  
(gRi: la7) 

Safety audits  
at technical sites 

2009  
Results

2,317

2%

0%

5%

101
7% of  

SFR sites

2010 
Results

2,835

4%

0%

5.31%

1,542
7% of  

SFR sites 

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To ensure that 100% of new 
recruits receive the ‘Safety and 
Good Practices’ e-learning module.

-  To keep the frequency rate  
below 2%.

-  To keep the occupational accident 
severity rate below 0.1%.

-  To reach an absentee rate of 5%.

- 7% of SFR sites.

2011 
Results

5,147

3.34%

0.04%

5%

1,574
6.4% of 

SFR sites

Comments

--

--

--

--

-  It should be noted that the gap 
between 2009 and 2010 results is 
attributable to the fact that, in 2010, 
the fixed network sites (formerly 
neuf) were included as part of the 
SFR sites, in addition to the mobile 
network sites.

2012  
Goals

-  to train 100% of new recruits 
receive the ‘Safety and good 
practices’ e-learning module, 
over a three-year period  
(by end-2012).

-  to keep the frequency rate 
below 4%.

-  to keep the occupational 
accident severity rate  
below 0.1%.

-  to keep the absentee rate 
near 5%. 

-  4% of all technical sites 
(small sites: mobile phone 
masts, etc.) and 100% of 
large technical sites  
(strategic sites, such as  
net centre, bSc).
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FoSteRing SuStainable emploYment
as SFR operates on a mature market, where competition intensified in early 2012, the number of new 
hires was down.  In 2011, 550 new hires were made, in line with the company’s natural turnover rate.

pRomoting tHe integRation oF Young people 
In its apprenticeship Charter, SFR committed to taking the percentage of its total workforce  
composed of interns to 5% in 2011. It will sustain this commitment into 2012. 

percentage of total workforce employed  
under open-ended contracts at 31/12 (gRi: la1) 

percentage of total workforce employed  
under fixed-term contracts at 31/12, (gRi: la1) 

external turnover rate (gRi: la2) = external turnover rate 
of open-ended contract employees/ permanent workforce 
of open-ended contract employees 

2009  
Results

93%

7%

11%

2010 
Results

91%

9%

6%

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To reach 550 recruit-
ments on open-ended 
work contracts 

-  To maintain our high-
profile presence in gradu-
ate school and university 
careers events 

2011 
Results 

92%

8%

5%

Comments

goal reached

2012 
Goals

-  to step up action in favour 
of internal mobility and 
maintain our high-profile 
presence at graduate school 
and university careers 
events.

number of work-study contracts (internships  
+ professionnalisation contracts ) at 31/12 (gRi: la1) 

work-study contracts as a percentage  
of total workforce at 31/12 (gRi: la1) 

2009  
Results

494

5.20%

2010 
Results

606

6%

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

--

2011 
Results

557

5.55%

Comments

--

2012 
Goals

- 500 work-study contracts.

-  to reach a 5% intern em-
ployment rate across all 
business lines.
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The willingness to maintain trust-based, positive social dialogue should charac-
terise the attitude of everyone in the company. Such dialogue should:
- Contribute to the quality of working life experienced by every employee,
-  enable the difficulties and differences of opinion inherent in any working en-

vironment to be resolved through discussion and negotiation. It is dialogue 
rather than conflict that is the preferred method for arriving at appropriate 
solutions to whatever issues may arise.

Social dialogue conducted in this way should run through every aspect of com-
pany life, from management style to relationships with employee representa-
tives. 
For more information about our industrial partners, refer to page 8 of this 
Report. 

number of agreements signed with the 
trade unions over the course of the year 

-  agreements on pay

-  agreements on health, safety and 
working conditions 

-  agreements on redundancy plans

-  agreements on social dialogue

- other agreements

number of works council meetings (ce) 

number of cHSct meetings  

number of meetings with employee 
representatives (Dp) 

2009 
Results

20

7

0

0

8

5

110

116

214

2010 
Results

11

4

2

0

1

4

50

223

231

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To implement a new employee repre-
sentative election process.

-  To continue the work already started on 
harmonising by-laws. 

-  To implement a time-savings account. 

-  To initiate experimentation on telecom-
muting in order to form the foundation 
for a possible future agreement 

-  To plan negotiations on diversity, health 
and well-being in the workplace.

2011 
Results

12

5

3

0

1

3

48

175

229

Comments

all of the goals were 
achieved in 2011, except 
the implementation of new 
employee representation 
elections and forecasting 
of negotiations in the top-
ics of diversity, health and 
well-being in the workplace, 
which are in progress.

--

--

2012 
Goals 

-  to finalise the new 
employee representation 
elections 

-  to initiate the agreements 
on diversity (disabilities, 
gender equality, telecom-
muting).

pRomoting Social Dialogue  
anD collective negotiationS
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pRomoting DiveRSitY anD 
equalitY oF oppoRtunitY
equality of opportunity and diversity structure our hR policy and our good 
citizenship initiatives.
our efforts to promote equality of opportunity and non-discrimination were 
recognised with the award of the aFnoR Diversity label in november 2010: 
SFR is the first telecommunications operator to receive this label, which is 
awarded only after a detailed audit conducted by aFnoR, the French Standards 

agency. It applies to every aspect of hR management, from recruitment to 
mobility, training and pay…
The process initiated in 2010 continued in 2011, with:
-  the continuation of the diversity training plan for all local-level managers,
-  the institution of diversity breakfasts to raise awareness in the hR teams 
about non-discrimination (examples:  religion in the workplace, sexual orien-
tation in the workplace),

-  the development of a new video to raise employee awareness about the chal-
lenges inherent in the Diversity label, shown on the Intranet,

-  the organisation of an work-study internship recruitment forum, with mozaïk 
Rh.

FoR DiSabilitieS

In 2011, SFR increased its disabled worker employment work to 3.34% (as 
compared with 1.89% at 31 December 2008).
This progress is attributable to:
-  a recruitment policy focused on skills SFR hired 38 people living with disabili-
ties over a 3-year period,

-  the development of purchasing from companies from the protected and 
adapted sector. In 2011, SFR posted turnover amounting to nearly €2,800,000 
with 32 companies from the protected and adapted sector, 

-  the implementation of special measures for disabled employees and those 
around them (additional leave days, ‘Chèque emploi Service universel’ (CeSu) 
universal service vouchers, telecommuting) and the institution of a commu-
nications system, workplace adaptation, teleworking arrangements, etc.) and 

the institution of a communications plan (Intranet, hotline, newsletters, post-
ers) also helped promote SFR’s disabilities policy in place for 10 years now

2012 action plan:
-  To support employees with mental disorders so that they can continue to 
work.

-  To develop Temporary Company Consortia (groupements momentanés 
d’entreprises, gme) such as the partnership with aReS and norbert Dent-
ressangle to create the 1st adapted logistics company with the clear aim of 
enabling the integration of disabled persons in a traditional company environ-
ment.

-  To support companies in the protected sector, to help them respond to our 
calls for tender.

number of managers 
trained in non-discrimina-
tion and diversity 

2009  
Results

--

2010  
Results

735

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To train all 1,800 managers by end-
2012

-  To launch a training plan aimed at all 
employees 

2011 
Results 

735
(658 employees trained 

in mainland France  
and 77 on the  

island of la Reunion) 

Comments

progress in line with deploy-
ment plan (1,470 managers 
trained between early-2010 
and end-2011). The goal is 
expected to be reached by 
the end of 2012. 

2012 
Goals

-  to finalise the diversi-
ty training plan aimed 
at all managers.
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FoR SenioR emploYeeS

as part of anticipating changes in career patterns, SFR has introduced an as-
sessment stage for over-50s who have been in the same job for more than 
4 years with no change of responsibility.  any employee aged over 45 or with at 
least 20 years of employment may request this assessment. 

Disabled worker 
employment rate  

percentage of disabled 
workers in SFR ueS (ex-
cluding protected sector) 

number of disabled work-
ers hired 

2009  
Results

2.25%

1.48%

14

2010  
Results

2.34%

1.69%

12

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To increase this percent-
age to 4% under the 
terms of the 3rd disability 
agreement.

--

-  To continue to recruit at 
least 10 disabled people 
per year

2011 
Results

3.34%

1.85%

12

Comments

Sharp increase in employment 
rate over 3-year period, though 
goal not reached.

--

Thanks to targeted campaigns, 
job offers now present on 9 
dedicated job boards

2012 
Goals

-  to increase the disabled 
persons employment rate to 
4% by 2014.

--

-  to hire 10 disabled persons 
per year.

number of employees 
aged 55 and over present 
in the company as at 
31 December  

2009  
Results 

2.64% 
(245 employees)

2010  
Results 

2.92%
(275 employees)

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To achieve a 3.5% rate  
in 2012

2011 
Results 

3.21%
(322 

employees)

Comments

--

2012 
Goals

-  to reach a rate of 3.5%.
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FoR genDeR equalitY 

In the belief that diversity in all forms is a performance driver, SFR feels that 
men and women must share a balance presence in all functions and at all 
levels of the company. It is for this reason that SFR has long committed to 
guaranteeing equal treatment between men and women, at all stages of career 
development.
Its far-reaching policy, developed through close dialogue with the industrial 
partners, was given concrete form with the signing of an agreement on gender 
equality in the workplace in 2006, through which the company commits to 
instituting action to improve the place of women with respect to equality in the 
workplace and ensuring fair treatment, including:
-  support for those returning to the workplace, following maternity leave, adop-
tion leave,

-  the opportunity for parents to break down their leave entitlement in the event 
of child illness or childbrith, up to the child’s 6th birthday (8th if the child is 
disabled),

- a bonus paid upon the birth or adoption of a 3rd enfant,
-  neutral impact guaranteed with respect to salary (raise, bonus, variable pay, 
etc.) following maternity or adoption leave,

-  upskilling provided in the event of extended leave exceeding one year,
-  training grant increased by 10% if the required training gives rise to additional 
childcare costs.

negotiations are underway in order to set out a new agreement for years 2012, 
2013 and 2014.
The agreement will make it possible to progress on the following key points: 
-  improving gender balance at the recruitment stage and, more specifically, 
in certain business lines-jobs, and upholding fair treatment and equality be-
tween women and men as pertains to access to employment and in career 
paths,

-  ensuring that there is uniformity and fair treatment in the gender split in all 
jobs and classifications in the company, reflecting the educational and train-
ing system,

- ensuring that there is equal opportunity in career paths,
-  guaranteeing equal pay between men and women in equivalent jobs, at the 
same level of skill, responsibility and results,

-  guaranteeing the lack of negative impact on job and pay development in the 
event of career interruption for parental leave, maternity leave and adoption,

-  guaranteeing a better work/life balance, taking into account parenthood.

percentage of women in total workforce (gRi: la13) 

percentage of women in total management workforce  
(gRi: la13) 

male/female split in promotions (in %) (gRi: la13)

percentage of women at hiring stage (gRi: la13)

2009  
Results

41%

31.5%

41.59% women
58.41% men

50%

2010  
Results 

41%

32%

39.49% women
60.51% men

50%

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  To open renegotiations 
on the agreement 

2011 
Results

41%

31%

44.20% women
55.80% men

49%

Comments

--

2012 
Goals

--
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bRiDging tHe Digital DiviDe
involving ouRSelveS in uRban liFe  
alongSiDe public-SectoR plaYeRS
 
SFR continues to prove its commitment to local dialogue with an increased 
number of meetings with public-sector players, from regional councils to lo-
cal councils, housing associations and social housing providers. SFR is keen 
to listen to the needs expressed by local councillors (negotiation over the in-
stallation of mobile phone masts, the introduction of local fixed and mobile 
telephony infrastructures, equality of access to networks, deployment of new 
technologies, etc.) as part of its contribution to sustainable development in 
the civil society.

bRiDging tHe Digital DiviDe  
in pooRlY-SeRveD aReaS 

a high-performance mobile network
as at end-2011, SFR’s gSm/gpRS network (on which mobile telephony relies) 
covered nearly 99% of the French population and the umTS network (universal 
mobile Telecommunications System, the technology used for 3rd generation 
mobile telephony, referred to as 3g/3g+) 98%. on the 3g network, SFR reached 
its coverage goals set for the 2000-2011 period. The company increased its 
capacity to support new mobile Internet uses: Data traffic doubled in one year. 
In addition to increasing band-width, the operator wishes to offer the best mo-
bile Internet experience to the broadest possible audience. This will require 

an effort to increase the density of the 3g+ network. alongside this, SFR is 
increasing the available capacity, improving transmission links and developing 
the most comprehensive network possible, combining 3g+, Femtocell and SFR 
wi-Fi access. In addition, SFR launched the SFR Femto box in 2011. The Femto 
box is given out free of charge, in order to improve mobile coverage in the 
home.  SFR is the only operator in France offering this.  

the leading alternative fixed network in France 
as at end-2011, SFR boasted the largest alternative fixed network in France.  
It consists of nearly 57,000 kilometres of broad-band fibre optics, overflowing 
into the bordering countries, such as Italy and Switzerland. The network con-
nects nearly 4,800 Subscriber Connection units (SuC). This network makes 
it possible to offer high-speed data services (aDSl 2+, fibre optics, etc.) at 

number of information meetings held with 
public-sector (regional, departmental and 
local authorities) 

2009 
Results 

287

2010 
Results

316

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

--

2011 
Results

372

Comments

Information sessions are held in response to requests 
from local resident communities, municipalities, fund 
providers, health ChSCTs, etc.  

2012 
Goals

--

98%  
3g/3g +  
coveRage
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costs optimised in that SFR’s alternative coverage of the French population 
is the broadest of all operators. In 2011, developments in the field of Fibre 
in the home (FTTx) continued, making it possible to connect nearly 600,000 
potential households with fibre.  In november 2011, SFR signed a strategic 
agreement with orange-France Télécom to deploy fibre in the less densely-
populated zones. In total, by 2020, nearly 60% of French households will be 
covered by Fibre.

SFR is preparing for the arrival of 4g, very high-speed mobile
even as consumers are massively converting to 3g, the new-generation mobile 
phones are being prepared in the background. as at end-2011, SFR was granted 
a 4g license by aRCep.  In marseille, the operator has already completed a 
connection test and made an initial demonstration of its services around 4g.  
The test showed the significant improvements which the new technology – lTe 
(long Term evolution) – will enable in terms of speed and low response time, 
for the very high-speed mobile services of the future. It will make it possible for 
subscribers to enjoy, nestled in their palms, the speed necessary to surf, watch 
television or communicate via video, as smoothly as from their pCs. 

SFR Collectivités is a special entity dedicated to working with local authorities 
to support the SFR group networks and services deployment strategy.  
working through SFR Collectivités, SFR supports the development of SFR cor-
porate relations at the regional level.  SFR develops trust-based relationships 
built on dialogue and transparency with all the key regional and local players 
and decision-makers (councillors, mayors, members of parliament, governmen-

tal representatives, ICT representatives, etc.). SFR must explain its strategy, 
defend its positions, gain understanding and acceptance of its new network 
deployments and establish collaborative arrangements in order to maximise 
efficiency or introduce new services. all of this requires a good level of knowl-
edge and understanding about local environments, players and forces, and, of 
course, the ability to establish local contact with all those involved. 
To illustrate, in 2011, SFR Collectivités contributed to programmes designed to 
bridge the digital divide across many territories. new deployments were made 
through the public service contracts sub-contracted by SFR (Seine-Saint-Denis, 
ariège, moselle, alsace, oise, etc.) but also on new territories, such as haute-
marne, making it possible to improve both speed and coverage. 
SFR reinforces new digital developments with learning support to help users 
adopt these new services. new services such as those in e-education (trans-
port vouchers, school meals payments, etc.), e-health (keeping the elderly in 
touch with their families) and mobile payments (like SmS text payments for 
parking and the nFC programme in nice) have already been deployed. 
SFR is also investing in all regions of France in facilities that reflect the dynam-
ic expansion of the digital economy. Through partnerships with ‘Cantines’ (a 
network of digital hub and co-working spaces affiliated to the ‘Cantine de Sili-
con Sentier’ in paris), business start-up centres and local start-up businesses, 
SFR helps project promoters to put their ideas into action.
SFR never restricts innovation and flagship products and services to the big-
gest urban centres (paris, lyon, marseille, etc.), but is committed to making 
them accessible to everyone.
For more information:  http://www.sfr.com/collectivite

57,000 Km oF FibRe opticS cable,  
600,000 HouSeHolDS elgible
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percentage of population covered  
by gSm/gpRS (gRi: pa4) 

percentage of population covered  
by 3g/3g+ (gRi: pa4) 

percentage of population covered  
by edge/3g/3g+ (gRi: pa4) 

number of municipalities covered 
by the zones blanches dead spots 
programme (gRi) pa1) 

Deployment of fibre optics (number of 
households eligible for connection)

number of wifi base stations deployed 
covering aDSl dead zones (gRi: pa1) 

number of nRa unbundling lines  
(Ft DSl) with fewer than 1 000 lines, 
including sub-frames (gRi: pa1) 

number of kilometers of fibre 
deployed in partnership with the 
local authorities (public sites, mixed 
development zones, etc.) (gRi: pa4) 

2009 
Results 

99%

81%

97%

959

--

434

220,000

9,100 km 

2010 
Results

99%

92%

97%

993

--

514

250,000

9,300 km

For reminder purposes:
2011 Goals

-  To exceed 99% in 2011 

-  To achieve 99.3% as at end-
2013 (license commitment).

-  To achieve 99.3% as at end-
2013 (license commitment) in 
particular by extending Edge 
coverage in urban areas.

--

--

-  To deploy FFTH in zones of 
medium population density 
(programme covering over 
300 cities) by 2015

--

-  To experiment with a business, 
architecture and contract 
engineering model  to launch 
projects in very low-density 
zones 

2011 
Results 

99%

98%

98%

1,026

3,300,000

514

270,000

10,015 km

Comments

--

--

--

--

--

national FTTh deployment pro-
gramme initiated under Call for 
Statements of Intent to Invest 
(appel à manifestation d’Intention 
d’Investissement, amII) by the CgI.

nRa unbundling lines make it 
possible to improve both coverage 
and speed. 

more finely-meshed coverage of the 
territory makes it possible to offer 
innovative services to new zones at 
attractive prices. 

2012 
Goals

--

-  99.3% as at end-2013.

- 99.3% as at end-2013.

-  to cover 1,076 municipalities 
through the zones blanches 
dead zones programme.

-  to raise the number of eligible 
households to 3,650,000. 

-  to initiate deployment across 
23 cities, from as early as 
2012.

--

-  to enhance current fixed 
telephony coverage in terms 
of speed and service through 
partnerships 
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taKing action to SuppoRt peRSonal autonomY 

Facilitating access to mobile telephony for disabled people
SFR has been responding to the special needs of disabled people since 1997, 
with support from a large number of respected partners and non-profit organi-
sations. as technology evolves, so the operator offers an increasing number 
of free services and solutions adapted to the needs of disabled users. This re-
sponsibility breaks down into 4 commitments, which were formalised in 2005 
in the form of the Commitment Charter published by the aFom (French mobile 
operators association), which has since become the FFT (French Telecoms 
Federation):
In 2011, SFR took action to incorporate the charter’s principles into its Fixed 
telephony operations.  4 commitments support this Charter, a public annual 
review of which will be carried out via the FFT: 
-  To offer mobile phones and services suited to use by the disabled, 
-  To inform the general public about products and services designed for use 
by the disabled,

-  To provide customer service tailored to the needs of the disabled, 
-  To implement a long-term progress plan.
For more information:   
http://www.sfr.fr/handicap/#sfrintid=v_footer_engage_handicap

meeting the needs of senior citizens 
There are now 15 million senior citizens living in France. They form a very 
mixed population, with specific and varied needs and expectations, which are 
dependent on a wide range of criteria: their degree of autonomy and depend-
ency, possible deficiencies (hearing, visual, motor, mental), the relations they 
maintain with those clsoe to them, their experience of technologies, etc.  For 
this reason, it is important that they be offered a wide range of offers, capable 
of meeting their various expectations – offers that are useful in the everyday, 
at home and while out and about, easy to use, free of stigma and modulable, 
so as to accompany them throughout their lifespan. 
This is why SFR offers a range of mobile telephones designed specially for 
senior users, compatible with hearing aids, offering large-character display and 
oversized keys so as to enable maximum readability, amplified ringtones and 
speakers and, of course, an SoS key so that they can come in direct contact 
with emergency services (112) should they need to do so. To guarantee even 
more security and autonomy, in the home or while on the road, SFR offers a 

24/24 health Insurance option, wtih 26/7 unlimited access to a teleassistance 
platform for assistance services in the event of accident or disease during 
travel in France or abroad, an open ear and understanding in the everyday, by 
specially-trained psychological advisors, and 24/24 access to physicians by 
telephone. Since January 2011, SFR has also been offering its customers the 
SFR Family Connect solution – a service that makes it possible for senior citi-
zens to communicate by video, receive e-mails, and consult their photo albums 
directly via their television. This service automatically adpats to the deficien-
cies users may have, with: oversized characters,  amplified speakers, automatic 
pick-up, etc.  
over the last 5 years, SFR has carried out a wide variety of experiments with 
different partners in the sector, looking at health (for instance, remote medical 
monitoring of diabetes or asthma patients, mobile health coaching services, 
medical self-diagnosis services) and gerontechnologies (mobile remote assis-
tance service for seniors, reminder calls prior to appointments or regarding 
medicine intake, touch terminals tailored for seniors). 
our most recent experiment is Tel&age, developed in partnership with eu-
ropassistance, prylos, vidal, and the Centre national de Référence “Santé à 
Domicile et autonomie”, and tested by over 100 people.  The project, which was 
commended by the proxima mobile call for projects in the ‘Services for Seniors’ 
category, is designed to improve the everyday lives of elderly or fragile persons, 
by offering them a range of applications for communications, entertainment, 
assistance and health, on mobile touch terminals such as smartphones and 
digital pads. 

new forms of social exclusion present new challenges:  
the Solidarity telephony emmaüs Défi – SFR programme
In terms of telephony as elsewhere, those on extremely low incomes lose out 
in two directions at the same time: not only do they have to manage on ex-
tremely limited resources, but as a result of poor credit histories and lack of 
knowledge, they tend to pay more to access the same service as others.  but in 
today's world, a mobile phone is a basic necessity for everything, from finding 
work and accommodation to sorting out problems with officialdom or simply 
staying in contact with friends and family.
guided and managed by paris social workers and the project's partner or-
ganisations (SoS Familles and Cresus Île-de-France), the Solidarity Telephony 
scheme targets some of the most vulnerable in society.  access to the scheme 
is offered on a renewable six- or nine-month basis. 
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The scheme consists of three components:
a Solidarity telephony phone package beneficiaries of the scheme are offered 
no-commitment prepaid cards charged at a special rate that is between four and 
five times lower than that of typical market rates, which immediately reduces 
their mobile phone budget. as the scheme’s operator partner, SFR meets the 
cost of funding these prepaid cards, which are then sold at a solidarity rate by 
emmaüs Défi.
educational support Scheme beneficiaries are supplied with straightforward 
information on how to use the phone most effectively and reduce household tel-
ephone bills over the long term.  This information is also available from emmaüs 

Défi charity shops. 
From early 2011, an ombudsman unit has also been in operation, making it pos-
sible to solve any dispute situations between the programme beneficiaries and 
their operator.  
Social support The field teams of partner non-profit organisations identify peo-
ple who could benefit from this programme and introduce them to it. These 
‘referrers’ are the points of contact with emmaüs Défi and support scheme ben-
eficiaries throughout the programme.

In 2011, the Solidarity Telephony programme was offered in 2 paris charity stores. 

number of products and 
services tailored to the 
disabled (gRi: pa2) 

number of services 
designed to foster 
autonomy in non-
disabled but vulnerable 
persons (gRi: pa2) 

number of people ben-
efiting from Solidarity 
telephony programme 

2009 
Results 

11

14

-- 

2010 
Results 

12

6

250

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To offer accessibility 
services in La Réunion 
(SFR Réunion).

-  To boost the number of 
subscriptions to exist-
ing programmes.

-- 

2011 
Results

13

6

1,300

Comments

The 13 products and services in place are as follows:  
- Installation of mobile Speak software, 
- Installation of mobile magnifier software,
- Installation of Color Recognizer software, 
- braille and audio bills and documentation,
- a regularly-updated selection of recommended mobile phones,
- The ‘Jaccede mobile’ application,
- video support option for deaf and hearing-impaired customers, 
- Daily information in French sign language,
- Customer relations service for hearing-impaired customers, 
- Introduction of an information system in SFR retail outlets,
-  Introduction of Disability icons to identify mobile phones in SFR retail outlets,
-  Introduction of Disability icons to identify mobile phones in the online shop,
-  Installation of accessibility software on the island of la Réunion (SFR Réunion).

The 6 services designed to foster autonomy for persons in vulnerable situa-
tions are as follows:
-  The 3 services designed for senior citizens (europassistance option, SFR Fam-
ily Connect, Tel&age), 

-  The 2 services designed for people on the lowest incomes  (RSa support 
beneficiary, emmaüs Défi Solidairty Telephony scheme), 

-  The range of terminals dedicated to seniors.

new indicator 

2012 
Goals

-  to initiate ip-
hone training in 
stores for blind 
or visually-im-
paired custom-
ers.

-  to stimulate use 
around these 
services.

-  to reach 2000 
beneficiaries.
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contRibuting to tHe Development  
oF e-eDucation

SFR wishes to make an active contribution to the development of digital tech-
nologies in schools. 
working via SFR business Team, SFR Collectivités and its Innovation, Services 
and Content Division, SFR decided in 2010 to introduce a progressive policy of 
establishing the company as a serious contributor in this sector by applying 
the ‘Test and learn’ concept to introduce new applications and new markets
launched in one secondary school in September 2009, the ultra-mobile class 
experiment was extended to 5 further secondary schools at the beginning of 
the 2010 academic year in partnership with the Rhône Department. based on 
simple hardware (mini pCs, tablets and a storage unit), it focuses on the adop-
tion and development of new applications. 
For more information: 

alongside this, a ‘Smartphone et balladodiffusion’ was initiated in partnership 
with the Rouen School board, in one secondary school, in order to explore 
development opportunities for the use of Smartphones as part of teaching 
foreign languages.

Developing gooD 
coRpoRate citizenSHip
SuppoRting tHe FonDation SFR in itS woRK  
to pRomote equal oppoRtunitY

Created in 2006, the Fondation SFR extends and expands the sponsorship ini-
tiatives undertaken by the company to promote equality of opportunity.  able 
to take action closer to grassroots level, the Fondation SFR supports around 
100 non-profit projects every year in France; projects sponsored by company 
employees. This support may be financial or human via volunteer involvement 
or skills sponsorship. endowed with a €1,150,000 budget, the Foundation was 
extended for another 5 years in 2011.
For more information: www.fondationsfr.com

number of non-profit  
associations supported  
(whether financing or skills)

2009 
Results 

98

2010 
Results

128

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To launch an external call for projects 
to reward those using digital solutions 
to promote equal opportunity

-  To keep the total number of non-profit 
organisations supported at over 100

2011 
Results

147

Comments

--

2012 
Goals

-  to repeat the call for projects, ‘le 
numérique solidaire en faveur des 
personnes âgées’ [Solidarity-building 
Digital to Support the elderly’]

-  to keep the number of associations 
supported above 100.
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FoSteRing gooD citizenSHip  
amongSt emploYeeS anD cuStomeRS

To facilitate commitment to good citizen action on the part of its employees, 
SFR has developed five programmes for getting involved:
-  the good citizen support fund enables the Fondation SFR to fund employee-
sponsored non-profit projects 

-  the Socially-Supportive employee programme (sponsoring with skills) 
gives employees the chance to work on behalf of a non-profit organisation 
for 6 to 15 days per year during working hours (SFR is the only private firm 
to have negotiated a company-wide agreement on skills sponsorship, from as 
early 2006), 

-  the solidarity leave  scheme makes it possible for employees to take part in 
an international development aid mission (education, training, etc.) 

-  the tutoring  scheme enables employees to help and support an underprivi-
leged or disabled young person to enter further education or to put together 
and elaborate upon a career plan

-  the collective commitment enables one-off contributions to voluntary ini-
tiatives (e.g. Sidaction, emmaüs Défi, handisport, etc.) 

SFR also involves its customers in its responsible approach, by offering them 
the opportunity, each month, to donate their loyalty bonus to an association. 
In 2011, 38,726 customers committed, choosing the Solidarity bonus.  building 
from its success with the customer base, the Solidarity pact continues in 2012, 
tailored to the possible developments in the SFR loyalty scheme  
For more information: www.fondationsfr.com

total number of employees 
inovlved in social commitment 
programmes  

estimated amount of time devoted 
by employees to social commit-
ment programmes (in hours) 

2009  
Results

661

6,036 h

2010  
Results

654

9,567 h

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To keep at least 700 employees 
involved in our various programmes.

-  To keep the amount of time 
devoted by our employees to our 
various programmes at more than 
6,000 hours.

2011 
Results 

752

8,533 h

Comments

--

--

2012 
Goals

-  to keep 700 employees involved in our various 
programmes

 

-  to keep the amount of time devoted by our 
employees to our various programmes at 
more than 7,000 hours.
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Developing eDucational pRogRammeS  
FoR unDeRpRivilegeD Young people 

Fondation SFR is committed to developing learning programmes for underprivi-
leged young people.
In 2011, SFR initiated the new programme ‘ma caméra chez les pros’ (Zoom-
ing in on the pros) to help young people in their last year of lower second-
ary school to consider their future career. using accessible digital tools (video, 
web), the students became budding reporters, producing video reports about a 
company in their region, over a period of one year. In the longer term, the pro-
gramme facilitates professional integration and success for secondary school 
students from modest backgrounds.
For more information: http://www.macamerachezlespros.fr 

however, SFR does not work only with secondary school students in the midst 
of their studies, but has also been committed for 6 years to supporting stu-
dents into their higher education years.  
In 2005, SFR founded passeport avenir, a programme that can be used to sup-
port young people from modest backgrounds into higher engineering and man-
agement schools, and to prestigious university degree programmes. Thanks 
to the mobilisation of its 15 major partner schools, 4,060 young people were 
able to receive support in 2011, in particular through tutoring (individual and 
group). 
For more information:  http://www.passeport-avenir.com 

number of schools part-
nered through learning 
programmes 

2009  
Results

124

2010  
Results

148

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To keep the number of schools 
supported above 120.

2011 
Results

137

Comments

The educational programmes 
supported were:
- Déployons nos elles,
- ma Caméra chez les pros,
- Télémaque,
- Talent’s Cup,
- passeport avenir,
- mobi³.

2012  
Goals

-  to keep the number of schools 
supported above 120.

-  to deploy the “ma caméra chez les pros” 
project.

752 SFR emploYeeS 
aRe cuRRentlY 
involveD in a 
Social commitment 
pRogRamme 
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taKing action againSt excluSion anD poveRtY

SFR’s commitment in favour of equal opportunity does not stop with 
educational action aimed at young people from modest backgrounds.  
The company has also instituted initiatives to help people living in precarious 
situations, adults wishing to re-enter society and disabled workers. 
Since 2010, SFR has held job opportunity events, involving applications wishing 
to re-enter society, recruitment officers from the SFR ecosystem (including its 
service providers, in particular) and re-entry companies. The day is designed 
as an opportunity to build more bridges between re-entry companies and 
so-called traditional companies. This makes it possible for the applications 

present, selected by the re-entry organisations, to learn about different job 
opportunities and gain access to recruitment interviews, in a “speed-recruiting” 
format, for jobs available immediately.
In addition, SFR has been involved since 2010 in a global partnership with 
emmaüs Défi, which includes support for opening new charity shops and the 
creation and expansion of a Solidarity Telephony programme to fight poverty 
in paris.  
For more information: new forms of exclusion entail new challenges: em-
maüs Défi – SFR Solidarity Telephony programme, in p.68 of this report.

annual turnover earned 
with re-entry company 
service providers(in €, 
excluding tax) 

number of people in 
re-entry in attendance 
at the job opportunities 
events

2009  
Results 

€133,126

--

2010  
Results

€463,009

50 people in 
attendance 

58 interviews

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To maintain the same 
number of re-entry 
company service 
providers. 

2011 
Results 

€222,644 

61 people 
present

87 interviews

Comments

Turnover earned with 8 re-entry com-
pany service providers, namely: 
- ateliers du bocage,
- Transpro,
- la petite Reine,
- aReS,
- login’s,
- alterna,
- Te: Traiteur ethique,
- emmaüs Défi.

--

2012 
Goals

--

-  to mobilise other companies and 
their ecosystems so that the job 
opportunities days offer more hiring 
opportunities 
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to contRibute to tHe Development 
oF tHe economY anD JobS in tHe 
communitieS wHeRe SFR opeRateS
SFR has chosen to call upon start-ups to innovate around its current and future jobs (examples:  
e-health, e-education).
The approach has concretely given rise to 2 schemes:
-  an investment vehicle (corporate venture) known as SFR Développement, 
-  an operational support programme, drawing upon SFR’s business divisions, through SFR Jeunes 
Talents.

The above programme operates through active intelligence and presence in the start-up ecosystem 
(competitiveness clusters, special events, innovation fairs, etc.).
For more information: http://www.sfr.com/start-up 

number of inno-
vative start-ups 
funded by SFR 
Développement

2009 
Results 

16

2010  
Results 

18

For reminder purposes: 
2011 Goals

-  To continue structuring an innovative 
ecosystem in-step with SFR operations, 
through:

  •  financial support to sustain technological 
ventures in the long-term,

  •  operational and sales support to speed 
up the development of the companies in 
its portfolio and the realisation of busi-
ness synergies. 

2011 
Results

17

Comments

The Fund is in its 5th year of 
existence:  
3 outgoing and 2 incoming 
The outgoing entities are stakes 
owned that have now reached 
maturity. 

2012 
Goals

-  to continue the intelligence and 
investment efforts to serve new 
markets, growth drivers and 
technological ventures  
in the long term. 
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aDeme: agence de l'environnement et de la 
maitrise de l'energie (French environment and 
energy management agency) 

aDSl: asymmetric Digital Subscriber line

aFmD: association Française des managers de la 
Diversité (French association of Diversity managers) 

aFoc  association Force ouvrière Consommateurs 
(Force ouvrière Trade union Consumers Task Force)

aFom: association Française des opérateurs 
mobiles (French mobile operators association) 

aFutt: association Française des utilisateurs de 
Télécommunications (French association of Tel-
ecommunications users)

allDc: association léo lagrange Défense des 
Consommateurs (leo lagrange Consumer advocacy 
association) 

amF: association des maires de France  
(association of mayors of France)  

amSi: adie micro Franchise Solidaire  
(aDIe Solidarity-building micro-Franchise) 

anses: agence nationale de Sécurité Sanitaire  
de l’alimentation, de l’environnement et du travail 
(national agency for Safey in Food health, the 
environment and the workplace)

aRcep: autorité de Régulation des Communica-
tions Électroniques et des postes (electronic and 
postal Communications Regulation authority)

aRpeJeH: accompagner la Réalisation des projets 
d’etudes de Jeunes elèves et etudiants handicapés 
(Supporting the educational aspirations of Disabled 
Students) 

bReeam: building Research establishment 
environmental assessment method, the world’s 
most widely-used building certification standard.

c3D: Collège des Directeurs du Développement 
Durable (College of Sustainable Development 
Directors) 

ca: Chiffre d’affaires (Revenue) 

ce: Comité d’entreprise (works Council) 

ceSu: Chèque emploi Service universel  
(universal Service vouchers)

cet: Compte epargne Temps  
(Time Savings account)

cHSct: Comité d’hygiène, de Sécurité et des 
Conditions de Travail (health, Safety and working 
Conditions Committee) 

ciRc: Centre International de Recherche sur le Can-
cer (International Research Centre on Cancer)

clcv: Consumer activity, housing and living 
Conditions 

cnaFal: Conseil national des associations 
Familiales laïques (national board of non-
Denominational Family associations)

cnaFc: Confédération nationale des associations 
Familiales Catholiques (national Federation of 
Catholic Family associations)

cnc: Conseil national de la Consommation  
(French national Consumer Council) 

cnil: Commission nationale de l’Informatique et 
des libertés (French data protection agency) 

cSF: Confédération Syndicale des Familles  
(national Federation for Families) 

cSR: Corporate Social Responsibility 

DaS: Débit d’absorption Spécifique  
(Specific absorption Rate)

Deee: Déchets equipements electriques et 
electroniques (electrical and electronic equipment 
waste) 

DiF: Droit Individuel à la Formation  
(Individual Training entitlement) 

gloSSaRY
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DiSag: Direction de l’Immobilier, la Sécurité 
et les affaires générales (Department of Real 
estate, Safety and general affairs)

Dw: Disabled workers

eaD: entretien annuel d’evaluation  
(annual performance Review)

FFt: Fédération Française des Télécoms  
(French Telecommunications Federation) 

Fibre optics: very thin glass or plastic wire 
which acts as a conductor of light and serves 
in data transmission 

FttH: ‘Fiber To The home’ refers to fibre optic 
connections into the home. 

Fttx: ‘Fiber To The …’ consists of bringing fibre 
optics as close as possible to the user, in order 
to improve the quality of service (in particular 
speed) available.

FSc / peFc: Forest StewardShip Council /  
programme for the endorsement of Forest 
Certification 

gme: groupement momentané d’entreprises  
(Temporary enterprise Consortium)

gpRS: general packet Radio Service or gpRS 
is a gSm-derived mobile telephony standard 
enabling higher data transfer rates.  It is often 
referred to as 2.5g

gpS: gpS or global positioning System is a 
geolocation system operating at the global 
level.

gRi: global Reporting Initiative 

gSm: gSm is the first mobile telephony 
standard.

HR: human Resources 

Hqe: high environmental Quality 

icts: Information and Communications 
Technologies 

inDecoSa cgt: l’association pour 
l’Information et la Defense des 
Consommateurs Salariés (association for 
Information and advocacy representing 
Salaried Consumers)

iRp: Instances Représentatives du personnel  
(employee representation organisations)

iS: Information System 

lte: long Term evolution

meDDtl: ministère de l’ecologie, du 
Développement Durable, des Transports et 
du logement (French ministry for ecology, 
Sustainable Development, Transport and 
housing) 

mmS: multimedia messaging Service is 
a system enabling the transmission and 
reception of multimedia messages via mobile 
telephony.

nRa: nœud de Raccordement d’abonnés  
(Subscriber Connection node or telephone 
exchange)

 nRe: law 2001-420 relating to new economic 
Regulations is a French law promulgated by 
the Jospin government on 15 may 2001, and 
applying to listed companies.  under the terms 
of this legislation, company annual reports 
must address the environmental consequences 
of their business activity, including atmospheric 
greenhouse gas emissions [ref. required]. article 
116 addresses the way in which companies 
account for the social and environmental con-
sequences of their business activities’

ong: organisation non gouvernementale  
(non-governmental organisation)

oRgeco: organisation générale des Consom-
mateurs (general Consumer organisation)

oRSe: observatoire sur la Responsabilité 
Sociétale des entreprises (Study Centre for 
Corporate Social Responsibility) 

pDe: plan de Déplacements entreprise (Com-
pany Travel plan)

peRco: plan d’Épargne pour la Retraite Col-
lectif (group pension Savings Scheme)

qoS: Quality of Service 

Sc /SSc: Customer Service 

Sim: The SIm (Subscriber Identity module) card 
is a micro-chip containing a micro-controller 
and memory. It is used in mobile phones to 
store information specific to a subscriber on a 
mobile network, in particular on gSm- or umTS-
type networks.

Sme: Système de management 
environnemental (environmental  
management System) 

SmS: SmS (Short message Service) makes 
it possible to send messages of several 
thousand characters over the mobile 
telecommunications network.

Spam: Spam is an unsolicited electronic 
communication, most often sent via e-mail

SRR: Société Réunionnaise du Radiotéléphone 

tDF: Télédiffusion de France 

uDa: union des annonceurs  
(union of advertisers) 

ueS: unité economique et Social  
(economic and Social unit)

unaF: union nationale des associations 
Familiales (national union of Family 
associations)

uRa: unité de Raccordement d’abonnés  
(Subscriber Connection unit)

vti: vivendi Télécom International

wi-Fi: wi-Fi networks make it possible to 
connect multiple computer devices (computer, 
router, Internet decoder, etc.) within an IT 
network such that data can be sent between 
them.
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to leaRn moRe about uS:

the company and its governance: http://www.sfr.com/nous-connaitre 
cSR action: http://www.sfr.com/nos-engagements

publications: http://www.sfr.com/nous-connaitre/publications

about vivendi group’s cSR policy: 
http://www.vivendi.fr/vivendi/-Developpement-durable
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